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P R E F A C E 
I can not lay any claim to history or lita?ature, yet 
I may be allowed to ada that for several years I had been 
impressed by the poetry produced under the great Mughals of 
India. More competent gentlemen have speciaHsec! Giant poets 
of that period like Faizi, %rfi, Na^rl and othcs. Naturally, 
Sana'i of Mashhad fell to my lot. No doubt, I hd^ e some lik^ing 
for his poetry, for two reasons. Firstly his qaidas are 
remarkable for his masterly skill and his ^ azalsfor delicate 
love ideas; seconaly his contemporaries speak hi|ily of his 
attainments and poetic talents. Moreover, I wasible to consult 
as many as eight MSSy of his diwans, which proveivery helpful 
to me in the work of comparasion. I give below brief account 
of thos e MSS.: 
1. Diwan-i-Husain Sana'i ( 1 ) 
No. 49/19 :(Habib Gang Collection,' 
Maulana A^d Library il.U, 
Size ; 7.8" x 4.3" Folios 103 
Lines : 14 
Script ; Nasta^liq. The name oscribe and 
the date of transcripDn are not 
given. 
2. Qasa'id-i-Husain Sana'i ( ) 
No. 49/14 : (Habib Gang Collectio 
Maulana Azad Library -I.U. 
- 11 -
Si ze 
Line 
Script 
: 6,7" X 3.6" 
: 14 
c -X Nastaliq. 
Foli OS 134 
The name of scribe and the 
date of transcription are missing. A 
seal containing the name of Mihr '•All, 
dated 1191_A.H. is found at the end 
of the Diwan. 
3. Qasa^id-Husain Sana's! ^ ^  ^ 
No. 
Si ze 
Line 
Script 
Scribe 
Date 
217 
(Jawahar Museum) 
Maulana Izad Library M,U. 
9" X 4.9" Folios : 94 
15 
NastaS-iq. 
Saiyid Faiz. <^ AlI 
1156 A.H. 
There are -tv/o seals in the beginning 
of Qasidas. 
4. Diwan-i-Sana'i 
No. 47/37 
Si ze 
Lines 
Script 
; (Habib Gang Collection) 
Maulana Izad Libsary M.U. 
7.2" X 4.1" 
15 
Foli OS 115 
Nastaliq. 
The name of scribe and date of the 
transcription are missing. Three 
seals are found in the beginning of 
the Qasidas. One of them belongs to 
the times of Muhammad Shah^azS,. The 
last two pages of the Dlv/an reveal 
that they were completed by somebody 
else. 
- ill -
Ta_gkira-i-^ulapt-uI-As]aar ( ^ ) 
No. 51/24 ; (Habib Gang Collection) 
Si ze 
Verses oh 
Folios 
Line 
Script 
Mauli-na Azad Library M.U. 
7.4" X 3.3" 
102b - 126a 
24 
Wasta^liq, 
The name of the scribe ,and 
date of transcription are not 
given. A brief history of 
Sana'i is also given. 
6, Diwan-i-Husain Sana'i • * * 
No. 47/46 
Size 
Line 
Scribe 
Date 
Script 
( J ) 
: (Habib Gang Collection) 
haulini. Azad Library M.U. 
5.3" X 3.4" Folios : 51 
10 
Hajadi 
1029 A.H. 
Nastallq. 
The Diwan contains three illus-
trations, Rubais and_two 
Masnawis, Sikandar Nama and 
Maikhana. 
7. Diwan-i-Sana'i ( ^  ) 
Si ze 
Li nes 
Script 
My personal Collection 
9.5" X 6.5" Folios : 72 
14 
NastaSi q,. 
The name of scribe and date of 
transcription are missing
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8. Kulliyat-1-Sana»i ( J ) 
No. 127/6 : (Qutab-ud-Din Collection) 
Kaulana Izad Library M.U. 
Size i 9.2" X 5.9" Folios : 112 
Lines : 16 
Script : Nasta^ liq., 
The name of the scribe and date of 
transcription are not given. 
Although it is not right to say that my edition is 
totally free from mistakes, yet it is a fact that, as compared 
to other copies of the diwans available in our libraries, it 
is an accurate edition. The editor has spared no pains in 
sifting the text of the poems. 
In the end, I consider it bounden duty to express 
sincere thanks to my supervisor, Dr. Wazir Ahmad, Professor 
and head of the Persian Department, Muslim University, for 
his kind regard and valuable help. At every stage of my work, 
he gave me useful and timely suggestions without which it was 
not possible for me to bring out this edition. 
Naseer Ahmad SiddiqjL 
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S a ij a'X M a ^ h h a ^ X 
lo Name Sana'I is reckoned among those eminent poets, 
who, on the one hand graced the court of Iran 
with their sweet melodies, and on the other 
hand, illuminated the ro/al durbars of India 
with the light of their poetic skill. 
The biographers who have cared to give his name, 
clearly state that his full name was Khwaja 
Husain and his pen-name, Sana'I.^ 
IIo Family '^ Abdul Baqi, the author of the Ma* asir-i-RahimI 
has a hrlgh opinion of Sana's lineage and 
attainments. CVolo III, po355). There is a 
difference of opinion among Ta^kira-writers 
about the name of his father, A^ar in his 
Atishkajda, tells us that his name was ^Inayat 
Mirza, and^Abdun Nabi in the MaiMiana, has noted 
it as .Ghiyas-ud-Din Ali, while the authors of 
the Ra^imi and Khulasut-ul-Ash^ar have given his 
1, At some places the 1st letter ( ) of the name of 
the poet has been substituted by ^^ . 
2. MaiJ^hana, p. 198. 
- - .2 -
name as Ghiyas-ud-Din Muhammad^ Blochmann, on the 
authority of the preface to the Diwan-i-Saif2I, prefers 
Ghjyas-ud-Din Muhammad. 
The last view, which is based on the statement of the 
poet himself is quite correct. The author of the 
Atishkada (if the present reading be attributed to him 
• and not to the wrong transcription of the scribe) seems 
to have mistaken the word ci-l^  for -^Ls^ 
Some Ta^kira-writers add the word Bazzazi to the name 
of the said Ghiyas-ud-Din Muhammad, which seems rather 
doubtful. We know about the father of Sana! that he but in this case there is no justification for adding 
was a draper by profession/the word Bazzazi to his 
name. The author of the Maikhana has told us that, 
as a result of this profession, he led a prosperous 
2 
life. He says: 
III. Birth-place 
The Holy Mashhad which is situated in the North-East 
of the province of IQiurisan, has a special religious 
sanctity, as it contains the tomb of Hazrat Abul-Hasan 
1. Ma'asir-i-Ra^mi, Vol. Ill, p. 356, 
2. Mai]£hana, p. 198. 
.3 -
'^ Ali Riza, the 8th Imam. 
Being also a seat of knowledge and learning, the place 
is no less Important. Poets like, Ghlzall, Q^ idsi, 
Fikri, Mashriqi, Nlsbatl, Maqifi, Shani, Aqdasi, Danish, 
Bajil, Qasim-i-Diwana, rose from this soil and contribu-
ted to the development of Persian literature in their 
respective fields. San5i also was one of those poets 
1 who belonged to this land. 
IV. Early lif^, education et£. 
The main charge rightly levelled against Eastern, 
specially Persian and Urdu poetry is that it lacks in 
local colour. Howsoever, we may study the qasidas and 
ghazals of a certain poet, we cannot have any informa-
tion about his early life, the environment in which he 
lived and the society in v/hich he moved. The notion of 
time, and space is so vague and indistinct in his mind 
that we cannot form any clear idea about his life and 
M s circumstances® 
The same thing holds good in the case of SanS as well. 
Inspite of close and critical study of his diwan no 
1. Ma'asir-i-Ra^mi, Vol. Ill, p. 354. 'Alam-Aray -Abbasi, 
Vol."l, p. 181. 
- .A -
details about iia.s court-life in Iran, his real age and 
other important events of his life are available. 
As regards his educational proficiency, we knov/ 
very little. The scanty information we possess, is 
derived from his poems, not from any biography of poets. 
Even his own preface to his dlwin does not throw much 
light on the subject. On the contrary, we learn from the 
Muntakhab (Vol.Ill, p. 208) of Mulla "Abdul Qadir of 
Budaun that Sanai was a lay man, with no sound learning: 
jjv^t-' J* C^ LA a*^ j^L Uj jLs. J cu^ l 3 JLW, (jloU " 
But with due deference to the Mulla Sahib, his 
statement is not convincingj firstly, because he belonged 
to a well-to-do family; Secondly, because he has used 
a number of scientific terms of Astronomy, Geometry etc., 
in his qasidas. Thereby we arrive at the conclusion that 
his knowledge was somewhat above the average. Here are 
a few examples from his verses; 
.5 -
Further, we come across certain c^ lil^ * (metrical 
changes) in his poems, which clearly show that the 
poet had sufficient knowledge of Persian prosody. 
of his career a^ a poet. 
It is curious to note that in the beginning, Sim^ had 
no aptitude for poetry, but being persuaded by a dream, 
he began to compose verses. Here is the gist of the 
dream from the poet's own preface^ which is given in the 
Ma'asir-i-RaMmi and the Maii^hana. One night, he .saw 
in a dream that he struck a piece of stone with his 
sword and cut it into pieces. ¥hen he woke-up, he 
visited the tomb of a saint, from where he learnt the 
interpretation of his dream that his verses would enjoy 
a great hold on the hearts of the people. This made him 
very glad and considering that the whole thing had been 
inspired by God, he began to compose poetry. It is for 
this reason that the author of the Ma'asir calls his 
poetry (inspired) not (acqiaired). Apparently 
this story sounds rather unnatural, but it is possible 
1. Dlwan-i-Husain San35! Mashhadi, National Museum, Delhi,MS, 
No. 3012. 
2. Ma'asir-i-Ra^mi, Vol./III,p.355-56, 
• • • 
2. MaiJ^hana, p. 198. 
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that a strong incident may all of a sudden rouse the 
latent faculties of a xnan. 
VI. la^ ^ y In Irifl. 
We have already pointed out that the family of SanSi 
resided at Mashiiad, When SaniS's reputation as a poet 
spread far and wide, prince Ibrahim-Mirza, the ruler of 
Mashhad and Sabzwar, invited him to his court and enlis-
ted him among his courtiers^ 'Abdun-Nabi says that the 
prince summoned nim to his presence, whereupon he atten-
ded his court and presented his Saqi-nama to him. 
Ibrahim Mirza honoured him and^  conferred on him ample 
2 reward. 
Although it is difficult to ascertain the date 
of his arrival at the court, yet we find a reference in 
the Maikhanaj which helps us in tracing the approximate 
date of the above incident. The author of the Maikhana 
states that, when a rebel chief, Qazzaq Khan , rose 
against the governjuent of Iran, prince Ibrahim Mirza 
resolved to depute one of his nobles. Masum Beg Safawi 
1. Ma*asir-i-Ra^mI, Vol. Ill, p. 359; Mail^hana, p. 201. 
2. Mai^ana, p. 200 - 201. 
.7 -
to crush his reoel-lion. After this, when his heart was 
relieved to some extent, he engaged himself in the 
assembly of poets and directed Sana? to compose a qaslda 
in reply to the following: 
Cjyr i\j j/ j\ ^ 
J J jM ^ f^^^Xs- pLs J ^  J CL?*^  
Where with SanaU complied and wrote a qasida which was 
highly admired by the prince and others. This qasida 
begins with: 
Now we find that the Mails;hana does not give the 
date of Qazzaq Khan's rebellion, but thanks to the 
author of Ahsanut-Tawaril^h, who tells us that the event 
2 occurred in 972 AoH. 
The above facts clearly show that SanaH had joined 
the court of Ibrahim Mirza, long before Qazzaq Khan's 
- -3 revolt, as Abdun Nabi says: 
lo Maii^hana, p. 202-203. 
2. Ahsan ut-TawariJjh, Vol. II, p. 423-426. The editor of 
Ahsan ut-Tawari^, on the authority of Sharaf-nama, gives 
the chronogram of Qazzaq Khan's death as oly^ 
which yields the year 972 A.H. This further supports the 
date already given (p. 286}. Mai^ana, p. 200-202e 
.8 -
JO J J ^ l^-iirf! j^ IP ^jrtcLjxv. 
jl'-l^ l ^-U, ^ ajli ijjS'j ^ jU- ^jj/^j 
J jl J.JH u; Oj jl J pU^ 
4i5Us) J J csJ'-*® J 
' * a jlj^Li (jU^  jl jj^  _ 
•».... If ^  Jiy^jS (jjSLlJ ^^ * »•».»* 
Thus we justified in believing that Sana'i had been 
enjoying the prince's favour long before 972 A.H. (The 
year of Qazzaq lean's revolt). 
Prince Ibrahim Mirza, the nephew and son-in-law of 
Shah Tahmasp Safawi, who ruled over the provinces of 
Mashhad and Sabzwar, on behalf of the Shah, was a scholar 
and patron of learning. He was very fond of the company 
of scholars and poets and liberally rewarded them. 
Sana'i has a number of poems in praise of the prince. 
Most of the time, Sana'i accompanied him and so long as 
the prince was alive, he continued to be his court-poet. 
We may infer from hji.s poems that he must have accompanied 
him to Sabzwar and Tus as he himself writes: 
- 9 --
J J^ 0-iJ^  J^- * a^' ^ y tfi'lj Jt^^ p-^ 
pjjSil^J 'N S * pJii'l c-i-a dl^  J ^jls 
Moreover, his qasldas addressed to Shah Tahmasp and after 
him to Shah Isma^il II, help us in presuming that he might have 
visited Qazwin, the capital of Iran. But neither his works 
nor the ta^kiras of poets throw any light on the details of his 
sojourn at Qazwin or any other place in Iran. 
VII. Migration to in^a. 
In the days of the Safawid kings of Iran a host of Persian 
poets poured to India and joined the courts of the Mughal 
emperors. In order to ascertain the causes of this extra-
ordinary influx, we have to go a little back and commence from 
the days of Babar, the founder of Mughal empire in India. 
Babar was on friendly terms with Shah IsmSTl I, the 
Safawid. When the latter defeated Shaibani Khan, the Uzbak 
chief, who was their common enemy, he communicated the good 
news to Babar and sent away, with due honour, Babar's sister, 
who had been in the possession of the Uzbak king} Babar also 
sent a note of congratulation with costly presents to the Shah 
2 and asked for help against the enemy. Thereupon, Isma'^ il patched 
1. Muntai£ijab-ul-Lubab, Vol. I, p. 41, 
2. Munta]ihab-ul-Lubab, Vol. I, p. 42. 
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avixiliary forces^ but the result of the wars that ensued was 
sometimes favourable, and. sometimes adverse. 
Babar, at last came to India in 1526 A.D., and having 
conquered the Sultanate of Delhi, erected the edifice of the 
Mi-^al Empire on the ruins of the Lodi kingdom, and thus gave 
birth to a great civili^tion. But his untimely death did not 
allow him to benefit by the fruit of his conquest. 
His son, Humayun succeeded him in 1530 A.D., but after 
a fev7 years, he was driven out by a Pa than chief, Sher Shah and 
had to take refuge in Iran. At last, being re-inforced by the 
Persian army, he came back to India and regained his lost 
kingdom. His sudden death in 1556 A.D., enabled the young son 
Akbar, to hold the reins of the government. 
Akbar's rule, which extends over a long period of fifty 
years, is renowned in history, for wide conquest and good admi-
nistration. He governed a vast territory extending from Kabul 
to Bengal and from KashmiLr to A^ad Nagar. There prevailed 
complete peace and prosperity throughout .India, Naturally 
conditions, such as religious tolerance, internal peace and 
Mrmony, liberal patronage of art and letters, generally lead 
to the progress of art and literature in a country. So this 
l.v Munta^ab-ul-Lubab, Vol. I, p. 43. 
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period gave rise to a literature, which Ethe calls the spring 
time of Persian literature!' 
Akbar though not absolutely il-literate, was not an 
educated person, but he had in him a natural desire for knowledge 
and a true taste for art. The atmosphere in which he lived, 
sharpened his in-born faculties. It was he, who created the 
post of Malik ush-Shu^ara (poet-laureate) in his court, to 
which at first Ghizall-Mashhadl and then Faizi were appointed® 
Abul-Faz^l tells us that Persian poets attached to Akbar's 
court were fifty nine. On the contrary the number of poets, 
- i>_ - _ 
given by Nizamudjpin, the author of the Tabaqat-i-Akbari^ is 
eighty, while that recorded by Badauni reaches one hundred and 
sixty. From the, above statement, we are justified in infering 
that all this was due to the patronage of the Mughal emperors, 
who encouraged these poets and bestowed munificent rewards on 
them. 
In Asia, art and literature have always flourished under 
the patronage of despotic monarchs. We read in history that the 
Muglial kings and princes gave jagirs, mangabas and large sums 
of money to poets for a single qa^ida and got them weighed . 
against gold. Khlzana-1 -^mira written by Mir Ghulam"All Azad of 
Bilgram, contains notices of such poets alone who received 
liberal rewards from kings for their poetic achievements. 
- 12 --
Not only Akbar and his successors but his nobles also 
vied with one another in their admiration of poets and poetry. 
In this connection the names of certain illustrious nobles like 
£han-i-lhanan, Hakim Abul-Fath, ''"aiI Quli Khan, fihan-i-Zaman, 
Khan-i-A'^ zam, Zafar Khan, Ghazi £han and Faizi are worth men-
tioning! On one hand these cultured personages, whose assemblies 
resembled the royal courts in grandeur, liberally patronised the 
poets, and on the other iinproved their style with their right 
criticism. While studying the biogra^phies of Khan-i-^anan and 
Abul Fath, we often come accross ej^mples of such criticismo 
This was the generous attitude of the Mughals which attracted 
a large number of scholars and poets from Iran. 
Meanwhile, we should throw a glance at the rival dynasty 
the Safawids of Iran. Shah Isaia^ il Safawi and his succe-
ssor, Shah Tahmasp, v/ere powerful conquerors and able adminis-
- trators, noted for their reforms, love of knowledge and patronage 
2 
of men of learning. But tney were extremely rigid in their 
religious views. It is true that the Safawis converted the state Q-
of anarchy into complete peace and the political discord into 
unity, but the country had to pay heavily for ito They perse-
cutedSunnls and sufis and enforced the Shl'a creed at the point 
of sword. As a resuJ.t of this, many families migrated from their 
native land (Iran) and settled elsewhere. The ShahS did not 
1. Shi''r-ul-Ajam, Vol. Ill, p. 16 - 16, 
2. Tiihfa-i-Sami, p. 7. 
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encourage poets and concentrated their attention on the apprecia-
tion of'Ulama and Muj tabids and the propagation of the Shl^ 
Traditions and Faqh. Whenever poets approached them with qasidas 
in the hope of reward, they advised them to give up that practi-
1 ce and betake themselves to the praise of the Imams instead. 
But the poets naturally could not give up the Immediate 
reward for the futui'e one. Sana-^ i also left his home under 
_ - - 2 
the same condition, as the author of Ma'asir-i~RaMmi say;^ ^ 
cuuijl^  .^rt^ j wy^. ^ J v^ Urw-r alT jj^ j^L 
J^ u^. o^ifti (jJ J jjtf. -^li j\ • 
J jUjUo J J J a^ii' J ^ j L j l rfjjW 
- a, l^iwo -Li j J 
But so far as, Sana'l is concerned, there was also an immediate 
cause for his migration, which we give blow. 
Shah Tahmasp died after a long reign in 984 A.H. (1576 
A.D. ). As a rule, h;Ls eldest son Muhammad-Khuda Banda would -
have succeeded him, but as he was almost blind, another son of 
Shah Tahmasp, named Ismail Mirza ascended the throne of Iran 
under the title of Isma^Il II, 
Isma^il II had been a state prisoner in the fort of 
3 for twenty years. So when he assumed power, he behaved most 
1. Literary History of Persia, Vol.IV,p. 172-173 (Browne 
2. Ma^asir-i-Ra I^m;L, Vol. Ill, p. 358. 
3. Tarii£h-i-Iran, p. 70 (by Rashid Yasmi } 
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recklessly and cruely. Historians declare Jaim to be a stupid, 
S 
blood thir|ty and sensual youth, who put to death eleven of 
his near relations in one day. After a short rule of about 
fifteen months, he died in 985 A.H. Sana'i's patron, Ibrahim 
Mirza, also was one of those princes who were killed by the 
orders of Isma^'il II, On Isma^il's accession, Sana'i presented 
himself at the court, with a fine qasida, beginning with the 
following matla^ C 
But, as ^ Abdun-Nabi has pointed out, 
JL-^1 Jjy^ iZ^ sjliaJL. \j ^ dl-Jl ,1. CLs-tAw' 
The king suspected bds loyalty and was much displeased with him. 
Fearing the royal revenage, Sana'i ran away and made his way 
2 to India, 
It is said that at the time, when Sana'i exercised 
influence in the court of Ibrahim Mirza, Hakim Abul Fath came 
3 
to Mashhad and gained access to the prince through him. Now, 
when Sana''i visited India, he naturally needed a recommendation 
1. Majma-ul-Siawas, p, 25, 
2. Mai^ana, p. 204. 
3. Tazkira-i-Yad-i-Baizi, p.61j Nata'ij-ul-Afkar, p. 133. 
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to the court of the Mughal emperor Akbar. Accordingf^be approa-
ched Abul-Fath, now one of the favourites and influential 
courtiers of the king. The Hakim received him with due hospi-
tality, but, perhaps the poet expected more from him and there-
fore, he left his company^and attached himself to''Abdur RaMm 
2 Khan-i-Khanan. 
He has numerous fine qasidas in the praise of the above 
nobles. Moreover, he had access to the courts of the emperor 
Akbar and his son,prince Salim, to which some of his important 
qasidas testify. But the version given by the Safina-i-
Khwushgp is some what different. The author says that on 
reaching India, Sana-'i was favoured by Akbar and enlisted among 
the Mansabdars, but he did not like that job and joined the 
assembly of Hakim Abul-.Fath. Being dis-satisfied with the latter, 
he attached himself to Khan-i-Khanan, who held him in high esteem. 
In the meantime, he came in close contact -with Faizi, as 
a result of which, some biographers have reckoned Faizi as one' 
who has imbibed the spi'it of Sana'! in his poems. This influence, 
if supported by facts, cannot be any thing more than the usual 
inspiration, one artist naturally receives from another. 
1. Sana^i's couplet; 
jjl J t^jjpA Lo d;U- iS * jiji j : J. iX ^ tj?'J^ 
Ta^kira4i-Yad-i-Baiza, p. 61. 
2. Ma>asir-i-RaMmi,. Vol. Ill, p. 369. 
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On coming to India, he spent most of his time at Agra, 
the capital. In some of his poems he has made a reference to 
Agra, for example. 
-cJM J^l * ^ J j ^ j J J ^ j \ J j i ^ 
j^LM-I iJjjJ * Oi'^J 'JlJj^ (J^. 
In his last days, he tiad settled at Lahore, where he breathed 
his lastl His stay at any other town of India, is not proved 
by facts. He has addressed one of his qasidas to Yusuf Khan 
- 2 ' 
Mashhadi, the governor of Kashmir, from which one may infer 
that he CSana'I) might have paid a visit to that Valley of 
Roses, but this does surpass the limits of conjecture. 
VIII. 
At this stage it" seems worth while to introduce here 
some patrons of Sana'I. To begin with, the list of Sana'i's 
patrons is graced by the names of certain noble personalities 
of Islam, who need no formal introduction, namely, the Holy 
prophet, Hazrat'Ali, Hazrat Fatima, Hapat Abul-Hasan ^ Ali Riza-
1. Maiiihana, p.205; Ma^asir-i-Ra^mi, Vol. Ill, p. 360. 
2, Sana'i's couplet: 
liSili Jjj J ^J^ P?" 
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bin-Mus^ Kazim (the 8th Imam), and Hazrat Imam Mahdi (Muhamad 
b. Hasan the 12th Imam). 
From here, we pass on to the account of a few kings 
and nobles from amongst his patrons. 
The following names come under this head; 
1. Shah Ta.amasp Safawi 
2. Prince Ibrahim Mirza 
3. Princess Gauhar Sultan 
4. Princess Pari Khan £hanam 
5. Shah Isma'il II 
6. Shah Mansur Farahani 
In the above list, all (with exception of Shah Mansur, the 
minister) belong to the Safavad dynasty. In order to show 
their mutual relations, we give a genealogical table below. 
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1. Shah Tahmasp (930 - 984 A.H. = 1524 - 1576 A.D.). 
Shah Tahmasp was the son of Shah Isma^il Safawl, who was 
the founder of the great dynasty. Tahmasp ascended the throne 
of Iran, on his father's death in 930 A.H. His reign extends 
over a long period of fifty four years. He was a kind^ generous 
and wise king, but at the same time, bigoted, boastful, un-
ambitious, devoted to the love of money and women, and faithless. 
He had a strong belief in dreams, and it was as a result of a 
particular dream that he remitted heavy taxes from his subjects. 
Being inspired by another dream, he gave-up v/ine altogether and 
closed all taverns^ Like his father, he was very rigid in his 
religious views and uncompromising in handling culprits or 
political suspects, but he inferior to him in conquests. 
Shah Tahmasp was also a poet and well-skilled in calli-
graphy, painting and riding. He has written his auto-biography, 
known as Tazkira-i-Shah Tahmasp, He marched against the 
Christian kingdom of Georgia and fought with Uzbaks and Turks. 
It was during his reign that Humayun, the Mughal emperor of 
India came as a refugee to him and regained his throne with the 
help of Persian army. 
1. Ta_zkira-i-Shah Tahmasp. p. 30. 
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2. Prince Ibrahim Mirza., 
He was the nephev: and also the son-in-lavj of Shah 
Tahinasp, since Gauhar Sultan, the daughter of the Shah had been 
,!iiarried to him. Prince Ibrahim's mother belonged to the royal 
family of Shirwan. 
The prince was renowned for his scholarship, wisdom and 
sound judgment. He was held in esteem by Tahmasp, who had 
conferred on him the governor-ship of Mashhad and Sabzwar. At 
the time of the Shah's death, Ibrahim held the office of 
^iL ^ISl ^ju^j ,^"^^^ter of ceremonies). 
With regard to his capability as a military "officer, 
we may remember^ that in 972 A.H., when Qazzaq, ^ a n Tuklu, the 
chief of Herat, rose in rebellion, Ibrahim Mirza, with two other 
nobles was deputed to crush him. A, severe battle took place 
_ _ 2 
and at last Qazzaq. Khan was captured and put to death. 
When Isma'il II succeeded his father, Tahmasp, and 
entered Qazwin in state, Ibrahim Mirzi, along with other 
nobles, came out to receive him and bowed down before him a 
token of submission. Thereupon, Isma'^ il II was much pleased and 
1. ^Ilam-Aray-Abbasi, Vol. I, p. 136. 
2. Ahsan-ut-Tawarlkh, Vol. II, p. 185 (English Translation). 
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addressing him as "brother^ affectionately embraced him. He 
further appointed him (Ibrahim) as his "jlj^^" (seal-bearer) 
and (Supreme-judge 
The author of'Alam-Aray^Abbasi says that the conciliatory 
attitude of Isma^il II towards Ibrahim Mirza was due to the 
fact that he (Isma^Il II) feared lest Ibrahim's brother, Sultan 
Husain I-dirza, who was then at Qandhar, should rise in revolt 
against him. As soon as, Sultan Husain Mirza expired, Isma^il 
turned hostile, whereupon, Ibrahim v/as obliged to renounce 
service and lead a retired life. But this could not satisfy 
the cruel and blood-tJriirty Isma^il, and by his orders the 
charkas tribe entered the mansion of Ibrahim Mirza and dragging 
the poor fellow from the side of his wife (Gauhar Sultan), 
2 mercilessly ^ slaughtered him. This event occurred between 
3 984 A.H. and 985 A.H., This heart-rending scene so much shocked 
4 
his wife that she fell ii:j., and soon joined her loving husband. 
Some biographers have given the year of Ibrahim Mirza's death 
as 979 A.H., and others as 989 A.H., but as pointed out by 
1. Mainiihana, p. 44 (Note by Prof. ShafiO 
2. ^Alam-Iray-Abbasi, Vol. I, p. 208-209. 
3. Maii£hana, P. 166 (Note by Prof. ShafiO. 
4. Among the children of Gauhar Sultan, there survived only 
one daughter, who uas renowned for her knov/ledge and piety 
See'Alain-Aray-Abbasi, Vol. I, p. 135-136. 
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Prof. SJaaff, the editor of the Mall^hana, these dates are not 
correct5 for according to the Safawid historians, he was mur-
dered under the orders of Isma'^ 11 II, who came to the throne In 
984 A.H, and died In 985 A.H. Therefore, Ibrahim Mirza's death 
must have occurred between 984 A.H, and 986 A.H, 
Here we like to make one point clear. The author of the 
1 Maikhana writes, 
j j i ^ j J -i W- Cxr'-'^ ^^J^ J -J ^  A i - ^ J ^ ^ " 
"d-Silj '••r^T'j^. ^ - J?- J J 
JSJji (JOj-w-^  i S - ^ j j , 
The above quotation apparently shows that Isma^il II did not 
have a hand in Ibrahim's death, but this- goes against the authen-
tic statement of various historians. 
Unfortunately, no history or biography has given the year 
of the Prince's birth or his age at the time of death. For 
- - - - 2 example, the author of the Alam-Aray-Abbasi, himself admits, 
xiiJ ^jp^-vi i^Xj^j^ CKJ-^ U;l19L iy^jy^j^ 
1. MaiK^ana, P. 203 - 204. 
2. ^Ilam-Iray-Abbasi, Vol, I, p. 125. 
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So it is difficult to arrive at the exact date of tiie above. 
Ibrahim i4irza was a learned and refined youth, noted for 
his cultural and social activites, with regard to his multi-
farious accomplishments, it seems desirable to quote a few lines 
Ibba; from the Tarlkh«-i-Alam-Aray~A si 
^ j i J j j ^ ^yL 
(*) 
jij-'jsu J pjSj Ls J (ji jLi^I Jssjjsip- jl dwi^Lwj 
" — j^* ILi^ J Ajlj- jtL' 
Sadiqi the author of the Ma.jma-ul-Khawas, also supports the 
2 above statement, when he says, The prince was distinguished 
1. ''Ilam-Irayiiibbasi, Vol. I, p. 209. 
2, Majma^-ul-Khawas, p. 26 - 26. 
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from his brothers for his agreeable temperament, convivial 
society, wit and humour. He has left wonderful works and had 
mastery in all branches of arts and sciences. He was a good 
poet and had "'jahi" as his pen-name 
From the above, it is clear that: 
(i) He was an adept in various branches of art and 
learning. 
Cii) He was an expert calli^rapher,-well-versed in 
the Nasta^ liq. hand. 
(iii} He was a skillful master in music and painting. 
Civ) He was a pupil of MaulanoL (^ anuni in music, 
(v) He was a good poet and wrote under the pen-name 
of jahi. He spent most of his leisure hours in 
the company of poets and artists. 
(vi) He was well-versed in the bookprofile. He himself 
collected a important personal library. 
Sadiqi has quoted the follov/ing verses from Ibrahim 
Mirza:^ 
About the sore 
j^j djljiil .^ S'L'Ua * ^^ Jjl Jy S 
{J j^l a; j lw. * \ j i j S y ts\ ju^. 
1. Majma-ul-Khawas, p. 26 - 26, 
Ij^ 
.. 26 ~ 
i\ jS Ji-i^jj J O^ y 3 * ^ 
Rubai; 
y j / J -uILs j^ Lr / * J ^Sj^ (jl ^ <3.1 jl ^ ^ u^  
There is no wonder that Ibrahim was a man of poetical 
talent, because firstly, he was genius with high qualities 
of heartand brain, and secondly, he was born in an atmos-
phere seldom shared by others. We know that his father 
(Bahram Mirza), his brothers. Sultan Husain Mirza and 
Badi'^uz-zaman Mirza, and his uncles, Shah Tahmasp, Alqas 
Miyza and Sam Mirza (the author of 
i J L Aasl^ ), and his 
grandfather, Ismaal I, were all poets and patrons of poets; 
As stated above a number of poets were attached to his 
court amongst whom Sana^i Mashhadi, Wali. Dasht. Bayazi, 
and ^li-Quli Mail! enjoyed considerable reputation. 
3. Princess Gauhar Sultan. 
She was the daughter of Shah Tahmasp and the wife of a 
capable prince like IbraMm Mirza. After the murder of her 
husband, she passed her time in mourning and lamentation, till 
2 - _ _ she soon passed away. Unlike her sister (Pari Khan-Khanam), 
1. Majma-ul-Khawas, p. 21-27; T\ihfa-i-Saial, p. 7. 
2. ^illam-S.rayiAbbasi, Vol. I, p. 135. 
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GauhOir-Sultan remained aloof from politics, and for this reason, 
we do not hear much aoout her, 
4. Princess Pari Khan-Khanam. 
This princess, oetter known as Nawwab Pari Khan-Khanam^ 
was possessed of a peculiar mental calibre. She was a very 
able poJLitician, capable of handling political problems, very 
efficiently. But it is a pity that all her life was devoted 
to intrigues and endeavours for gaining supremacy and at last 
this bent of mind brought about her own down*fall. She was and 
younger than Gauhar Sultan/older than the rest of her sisters, 
and as she was very prudent and efficient, her father. Shah 
Tahmasp loved her much. In matters of political complexity, 
the Shah and others referred to her, as the author of the ^ Alam-
Aray-^^bbasi has pointed out:^ 
•f 2 The author of also describes her as: 
" jU, J J .^j^J " 
Despite such a bent of mind, she was intrested in poetry 
and art and whenever she could spare some time from political 
1. ^Alam-Iray-'Abbasi, Vol. I, p, 135. 
2, Zindagani-i-Shah'Abbas, Vol. I, p. 15. 
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engagements, she amused herself with art and poetry. It is 
said that the famous poet Muhtashim-Kashi, composed a qasida 
in her praise. Thereby she was so impressed as to introduce 
him to her father. But the 3hah offered an excuse, saying:^ 
™ — J tfljLj viu.'^ij 
She was betrothed to Badi-uz-zaman Mirza, the yo\mger 
brother of Ibrahim Mirza, but she was never sent to her husband's 
house, mainly because she was the dearest child of her father, 
who did not like to part with her. 
It is also probable that, since the Shah was aware of her extra-
ordinary qualities, he did not think it desirable to marry her 
to a prince, and thus, enhance her powers. Pari Khan had deal-
ings with four royal members of her family, namely. Shah Tahmasp, 
Sultan-Haider Mirza, Isma^il Mirza and Muhammad Mirza (known as 
Khuda Banda ). 
As already pointed out, she exercised so much influence 
over her father that, as a result of her recommendation, her 
real brother (Sulaiman Mirzaj and her cousin and brother-in-law 
(Ibrahim Mirzaj held great powers in the state. After Tahmasp's 
1. ^llam-Sray-Abbasi, Vol. I, p. 178; Literary Hist, of Persia, 
Vol. IV, p. 172 - 173. 
2. Zindagani-i-Shah^Abbas, Vol. I, p. 15 (Foot-note). 
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death, events took a new turn. His eldest son Muda Banda 
was almost blind, and another son, Isma''il II had been in 
imprisonment in the fort of Qahqaha for a..number of years. 
So it was presumed that Haidar Mirza (another son of Tahmasp) 
would succeed him, and so it happened^ But this prince (Haidar 
Mirza) was wanting in ambition^ and correct judgment. Moreover, 
he and parikhan were not on good term.s, and the latter always 
used to insinuate the king against him. She favoured Isma'^ il 
2 - -
II and had secret correspondance with him. Haidar Mirza got 
the princess arrested, but she was extremely crafty and deceit-
ful. She kissed her royal brother's feet and showed utmost 
obedience to him. Haidar Mirza, being simple minded, was recon-2 
ciled to her, and allowed her to live in her palace. Subse-
quent events have no direct concern^ with our subject. In 
short, the party of Haidar Mirza sustained defeat and Isma^il's 
adherents succeeded. Haidar Mirza was killed, most probably 
with the instigation of Pari Khan. 
During the interim after Haidar's death and before 
Isma^il's succession, Pari Khan enjoyed absolute powers. It was 
naturally presumed that on the assumption of power, Isma'^ Il would 
1, ^Alam-Aray-'Abbasi, Vol. I, p. 192. 
2, Zindaganl-i-Shah^bbas, Vol. I, p. 14-16. 
3, Zindagani-i-Shah'Abbas, Vol. I, p. 18. 
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all the more honour Pari Khan in recognition of her services, 
but this was not the case, because: 
(A) Isma^il II could not tolerate any partner-ship in 
his powers. 
(B} He was despotic ruler and just as he dispensed with 
his enemies, he ill-treated his well-wishers. 
(C Ji He was of opinion that ladies had nothing to do with 
1 
the affairs of government. 
(D) On one occasion, Pari Khan had suggested the name of 
prince Maj^ud Mirza for the throne. This must have 
dis-pleased Isma^il II. 
The stbry of Isma^il's maltreatment towards the princess 
is at the same time tedious and painful. He seized all her 
property, even her slaves and maid-slaves and prohibited the 
nobles from meeting her. He further killed her real brother 
Sulaiman Mirza merely on suspicion? In consequence, Pari Khan's 
position was now that of an ordinary lady, but she could not 
easily yield, and was in constant intrigue against Shah Isma^il, 
3 until, she gave him poison and thus removed him from her path. 
1. Zindigani-i-Shah'Abbas, Vol. I, p. 22. 
2. Zindigani-i-Shah ^ bbas. Vol. I, p. 26, 
3. 'Ilam-Aray-Abbasl, Vol. I, p. 219; Zindaganl-i-Shah Ibbas, 
Vol. I, p. 26. 
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On the death of Isma^Il II, when Sultan Muhammad Khuda 
Banda oecame the Shah of Persia, Some of the nobles suggested 
that Pari Khan should act as a regent and she also was desirous 
of re-gaining her authority. Her object was to exercise all 
powers in the name of Khuda Banda, and i n view of this, she 
distributed seven departments of the kingdom to seven nobles, 
1 
vfhom she wished to keep under her obligation. 
No king, as a rule, could tolerate this interference. 
In addition to this, the queen (wife of Mi^da Banda) bore a grudge 
- 2 
against Pari Khan. As a result of this, the ambitious and 
intriguing princess was strangled to death and all her property 
(worth ten thousand Tumans) was given over to her murderers in 3 " _ » 
reward. Along with her, her maternal-uncle, Sham]dial Khan, 
who was an influential Amir, was also put to death. It is 
possible that somebody may regard this event an off-shoot of t* 
domestic quarral, but we should always keep in mind that King-
ship knows no kinship*.' The murder of Pari Khan took place on 
the 9th night of Zil-Hijja, 985 A.H. Her age at the time of 
death was thirty. 
5. Shah Ismi^Il II. 
This prince was, from the very beginning stubborn, reckless 
ill-tempered, cruel and selfish. It is said that in his youth. 
1. Zindigani-i-Shah 'Abbas, Vol. I, p.' 36. 
2. Zindigani-i-Shah ^ Ahbas, Vol. I, p. 40. 
3. Zindiganl-i-Shah'Abbas, Vol. I, p. 40 (Foot-note) 
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he committed certain acts, which displeased his father, the Shah. 
He was, therefore, sent fqxr from the capital, as the governor 
of Khurasan. But even there his evil habits continued, where-
upon, he was imprisoned in the fort of Qahqaha (between Qazwin 
and Tabriz), where he spent nineteen years and a half, in rigo-
rous custody. 
When he heard the news of Tahmasp's death and Haidar . 
Mirza's murder, he came out of his prison and acompanied by his 
followers, marched towards Qazwin. On 17th Rabl-ul-Awwal, 
9^ 34 A.H., he entered Qazwin and two months after, he was for-
mally crowned as king^ On assuming power, he disposed of his 
enemies and even ill-treated his partisans. His thirst for blood Of 
was so much that he killed a number/his cousins and brothers. 
As regards his religious views, it should be noted that, 
unlike his father and grandfather, he was inclined due to the 
influence of one of his tutors, to the Sunni sect. Accordingt^ 
he suppressed the Shi^ divine and Mujtabids and seized their 
2 
books. He ordered that nobody should be alloweri tn nnrsA the 
companions of the Prophet. 
This change in the policy of the state caused considerable 
agitation and opposition, upon which, Isma'Il II was obliged to 
modify his behaviour. At last, as we have already stated, he 
1. Zindigani-i-Shah'Abbas, p. 23. 
2. Zindigani-i-Shah*Abbas, p. 26. 
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fell a victim to the intrigues of his sister, Pari Khan, and 
died on 13th Ramazan, 985 A.H. He was destined to rule for a 
short period of one year and a half. 
The author of the Majma-ul-Khawas says that the Shah, spQ 
inspite of certain short-comings, had some good qualities as 
well, fle possessed a fine taste, polished manners and grand 
personality. He was very fond of fine art, like painting and 
poetry. He had command over Persian-verse and used "^ Adill 
as his pen-name^ but the has given his pen-name as 
^Adil C J jU^ and has quoted three ghazals in support of, his 
statement. The following lines may serve as the specimen of 
hiLS poetry; 
I j l ^ cri t> c}.^- * Cy.j^ ^ (jsi 
J J * uW- J ^ J J ^ J J 
j iS J * (jlij^J o^it (> 
The author of the Maikhana writes that when Isma'^ il II 
ascended the throne, Sana'i Mashhadi attended the court and 
recited the following qasida to greet the occasion: 
^i^iJ jjU^ l i^J ^J^ji * l^l J j. 
1. Maiiihana, p. 206 (Foot note) 
2. Maikhana, p. 205 (Foot note} 
3. Majma-ul-I^awas, p. 12, 
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But as luck would have it, the king was dis-pleased with him, 
and suspecting that the qasida had been originally?/ written in 
praise of Ibrahim Mirza and that the poet wanted to flatter the 
new ruler, did not listen to his composition. §ana'i fled for 
1 
his life and set out to India. This took place in 984 A.H. 
6. Shah Mansur Farahani. 
Very little is known about Khawaja Shah Mansur Farahani, 
one of the patrons of Sana'I, All we knox'/ is that he was wazir 
to Haidar Sultan Jabuq Turkman, a Turkman chief. Shah Man§ur 
had the privilege of having access to the assembly of Shah 
- 2 Tahmasp. 
As regards his master, this much is certain that he was 
a Turkman noble, and the governor of Qum C f ).. He was one 
of the supporters of Isma*'il-Mirza, after the death of Shah 
Tahmasp. When there was a clash between Haidar Mirza and Isma*"il 
Mirza for the throne, he at first thought it advisable to stay 
in his house axid refrain from practically supporting either 
3 - -party." But afterwards he decided to join Isma il Mirza, and it 
was he, who was sent to bring him (Isma il Mirza) from his 
4 imprisonment in the fort of Qahqaha. 
1. Maikhana, p. 204. 
2. 'Ilam-Aray-Abbasi, Vol. I, p. 166. 
3. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 193. 
4. Ibid, Vol. I, p. 197. 
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CB) Indian Patrpng 
Their names are given below: 
1, Emperor Akbar 
2, Prince Salim (Jahangirj 
3, ^Abdur Rahlm Khan-i-Khanan 
4, Hakim Abul Fath 
5, Yusuf S^an. 
1. Ersperpr A^ b^ar 
J>_ 
Akbar, the great, whose full name is Jalal-ud^n 
Muhammad Akbar, was born at Amar Kot (Sindh) on 
Saturday, 5th Rajab 949 A.H. (1542 A.D. ), when his 
father, Humayun, being defeated by Sher Shah, was 
running for his life, and this promising child fell in 
the hands of his uncle, Mirza^skari. After a few 
years, when Huma^m, re-inforced by Shah Tahmasp of 
Iran, returned and re-conquered Qandahar and Kabul, 
he took Akbar with him. He then recovered his lost 
territory in India, but did not live long to enjoy the 
fruits of his victory. In 963 A.H., he slipped from 
the roof of his observatory and died, 
Akbar ascended the throne when he was only 14 years 
old. For five years, Bairam Khan acted as a regent. 
1. Munta^b-ul-Lubab, Vol. I, p. 127. 
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but In 968 A„H., Akbar took rein of government in his 
own hand. 
He ruled over a vast kingdom, and, after conquer-
ing a large number of provinces, introduced many use-
ful political,, military, financial and social reforms. 
Though he was not educated, in the true sense of 
the word, yet he was a lover of knowledge and patron 
of men of letters. He often invited scholars to a 
section of his palace, kxiom as ^Ibadat-JChana and 
listened to their discussions. A long list of the 
divines, physicians and poets in.his court, is given 
in the Naf3is-ul-Ma'asir, Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Muntakhab-
ut-Tawariiih,I.yIn-i-Akbari etc. 
lpr^90 A.H., Akbar came under the influence of 
certain free-thinkers of his court and started a new 
creed known as Din-i-Ilahi, but after a few years this 
new creed died with its author. It was Akbar, who for 
the first time in India created the post of Malik-u'sh-
Shuara (Poet laureate), to which ^ azali Mashhadi,^ 
- 2 and after Ghazali's death, Faizi were appointed. He 
1. MuntaJdhab-ut-Tawarlj^, Vol. Ill, p. 170. 
2. .y[unta}shab-ut-Tawarikh, Vol. Ill, p. 299. 
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also organised a department for translation and com-
pilation, wiiose members were noteable scholars of his 
time. 
After a long and peaceful reign Akbar died on 
Wednesday 12th Jumadal-A^r, 1014 A.H., after a long 
rule of 51 years. 
2. Prince Sallm (Jahangir ) 
When a prince, he was called Salim and Shekhu • 
After his father's death, he succeeded him in 20th 
1 - a- . _ 
Jumadi II, 1014, as Nur-ud^n Muhammad Jahangir. He 
was less ambitious than his father, but more educated. 
The chief events of his reign are i^usrau's revolt, 
quarrel with Sikhs, marriage with Nur Jahan and con-
quests of Mewar, Kangra etc. In his last days, he had 
to face the rebellion of his son Shah Jahan. 
Jahangir, himself had a thorough knowledge of 
Persian and Turkish literatures, as is evident from % 
his Auto-biography, the Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri,and had 
critical mind. Numerous scholars and poets were 
attached to his court. Like his father, he maintained 
the post of Malik-ush-Shuara, to which Talib Amuli 
1. Munta^hab-ul-Lubab, Vol. I, p. 246, 
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was appointed. When he was a prince, poets like, 
^Urfi and Sana'i wrote qasidas in his praise 
3. ^Abdur RaMai K^an-i-^anan 
The Mughal emperors were fortunate enough in 
rallying around them a group of nobles, v/ho on one hand, 
possessed military and administrative ability, and, on 
the other hand, were renovmed for the patronage of art 
and learning. This galaxy of stars, who graced Akbar's 
court, is known as 'Nau Ratan" (nine jewels), ^ bdur 
RaMm, the son of Bairam Khan, being one of them. 
^Abdur Ratom was born in 964 A.H. and in 991 A.H, , 
he was appointed tutor to Jahangir^ This illustrious 
noble, who was honoured with the titles, Khan-i-Mirza, 
Khan-i-Khanan and Amir-ul-Umara, enjoyed a Panj Hazari 
2 
Mansab. In view of his capability, Akbar appointed him 
as the supreme commander of his army, and, in this 
capacity he accomplished great deads. 
He was well-versed in Turkish, Persian, Arabic, 
3 
Hindi and other languages and had full command over 
prose and poetry. His Persian translation of the 
1. Ma'asir-ul-Umara, Vol, I, p. 694 - 696. 
2. Ma'asir-ul-Umara, Vol. I, p. 645 onward, 
3. Ma'asir-ul-Umara, Vol. I, p. 709. 
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Tuzuk-i-Babari and his Persian ghazals testify to his 
high literary taste. He possessed a large library to 
which numerous poets presented their Diwans, transcrib-
ing them in their own hand. 
His literary talent can be judged from the fact 
that famous poets, like%rfl, Shakebi, Hayati, Zahuri, 
Malik Qummlj Naziri, Muhtasham Kastd., Rasmij Naiii 
Shirazi, Sana'l Mashhadi, Kufwi, often received munifi-
cient rewards from him. 
These nobles were not only poets and patrons of 
poets, but also true critics. On the basis of an 
evidence from the letters of ^ bul-Fath, Maulana Shibli 
writes^ that'Olbdur Rahim Khan-i-KhariSn and Hakim Abul 
Fath had set up an academy of poetry, which gave an 
impetus to the poets to improve their art, Abul Fath 
- - - 2; 
writes in a letter to Khan-i-Khanan, 
jKi^. (jP^'^J (Jy- JLiJJ^lj^ O w ^ ^UsL L Tarhs were frequently offered to the poets and f 
poetic genius tested. Khan-i-Khanan himself wrote 
1. Shi^r-ul-Ajam, Vol. Ill, p. 11. 
2. Shi^r-ul-Ajam, Vol. Ill, p. 11. 
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ghazals in reply to NazirI,^UrfI, Shakebi and Anisl, 
In 1036 A,.H.,he died at the age of seventy two! 
- . 2 4. Hakim Abul Fath 
'^ f^lakim Abul Fath, son of Mulla Abdurrazzaq, of Gilan. 
His name is Masih-uddin Abul Fath. Maulana Abdur 
Razzaq, his father, was a learned and talented man, 
and held for a long time the past of Cadr of Gilan. 
When Gilan, in 974, came into possession of Tahmasp, 
Ahmad Khan, ruler of the country, was imprisoned, and 
Abdur Razzaq, was tortured to death. 
Hakim Abul Fath, with his distinguished brothers 
and Hakim Nuruddin left the country, and arrived, in 
20th year, in India. They v/ent to court and were well 
received. Abul Fath, in the 24th year, was made Cadr 
and Amin of Bengal. At the out-break of military revolt 
he was captured with several other officers; but he 
escaped from prison, and went again to the court. He 
rose higher and higher in Akbat's favour, and posse-
ssed an immense influence in state matters and on the 
• 
emperor himself. Though only a commander of one 
thousand, he is said to have had the powers of vakil. 
1. Ma'asir-ul-Umara, Vol. I, p. 709. 
2. lyin-i-Akbari, Vol.1, p.424-425 (Translated by Blochmann). 
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As related above (p. 344), he accompanied Birbar . 
on the expedition against the Yusuf Zais in Sawad 
and Bijor. On his return, he was reprimandedj for 
the emperor, correctly enough, ascribed the disastrous 
issue of the campaign to Abul Path's in-subordinate 
conduct towards Zain Kokah. 
In the 34th year, (997 A.H. ), he went with the 
emperor to Kas.nmir and from there to Zabulistan. On 
the march he fell sick, and died. According to Akbar's 
order, Khwajah Shamsuddin took his body to Hasan 
Abdal, and buried him in a vault which the Khwajah 
had made for Mmself. On his return, the emperor 
said a prayer at Abul Fath's tomb. 
The great poet Urfi of Shlraz is Abul Fath's 
encomiast. Faizi also has composed a fine marsiah, 
or elegy, on his death.^' When Sana^I was in the service 
of the emperor, Abul Fath seems to have paid little 
attention, to him, on account of which the poet was 
justly offended, specially because he (Sana'I) had 
done him good at Mashhad, before Hakim's arrival in 
India. The poet's indignation is apparent in a 
qasida, in wnich the following line occours: 
Jjl J J ^ aU * A.L c-^ lSj cjl jLu, 
^^Abul Fazl and Badauni speak highly of the vast attain-
ments of Abul Fath. A rare copy of M s Munshiat is 
^yin-i-Akbari, 424-426 (translated by Blochmann) 
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preserved in the library of the Asiatic Society Bengal. 
He had a profound contempt for old Persian poets; thus 
he called Anwari diminutively Anwariak ; and of 
Khaqani he said, he would give him a box on the ears, 
if he were to come to him, to rouse him from his 
sleepiness, and would send him to Abul Fazl, who would 
give him another box, and both would then show him 
hov/ to correct his verses (Badauni III, 167). 
Badauni mentions Abul Path's influence as one of the 
chief reasons why Akbar adjured Islam. 
Abul Fath had a son, Fath Ullah. He was killed 
by Jahangir as he was an accomplice of Khusratt in his 
revolt. A grandson of Abul Fath is mentioned in the 
Padshahnama. His name is Fath Zia, and he was a 
commander of nine Hundred, 150 horsesi 
5, Mirza Yusuf Khan 
In the period under discussion, there are several 
Amirs bearing the name, Yusuf or Yusuf ^ a n, but cir-
cumstances go to convince us that the patron of Sana^i, 
was no other person but Saiyid Yusuf Khan Mashhadi. 
Our reasons for arriving at this conclusion are as 
follows: 
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Firstly, he was among the distinguished nobles of the 
reign of Akbar, and Hirza Hindal's daughter was married 
to him, secondly, he, like Sana? belonged to Mashhad; 
thirdly, he was designated as the governor of Kashmir 
on behalf of Akoar, and there is a reference to Kashmir 
in a qasida composed by Sana'i in his praise. 
iiere 1 would like to quote a few lines from 
Blochman's translation of the Ayin-i-Akbati concerning 
Yusuf Khan. 
^^  ^ Mirza Yusuf Khan, son of Mir Ahmad-i-Rizawi; 
He was a real sayyid of Mashhad and was much 
liked by Akbar. In the 30th year, he was commander of 
two-thousand and five-Hundred. When Shabaz Khan left 
for Bengal, M.Yusuf Khan was sent from Audh to keep 
Bihar. In the 32nd year (995 A.H. }, when Qasim Khan 
resigned, M.Yusuf was sent to Kashmir as ruler. He 
was much liked by the people of that coujitry, concilia-
ted Shams Chack, the claimant to the throne, and sent 
him to court. In the 34th year (997 A.HoAkbar 
visited Kashmir and issued several orders regarding 
the taxation of the comtry. In the districts of 
Mararaj and Kamraj, i.e. the upper and lower districts 
on both sides §f the Bahat river, he fixed the taxes 
at one-fourth. '' 
lo Syln-i-Akbarl, p.369-370, (Translated by Blochmann). 
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It appears that with regard to rate of taxation, there was 
a difference of opinion between him and Akbar, upon which he 
incurred the displeasure of the later and another Amir, Shams-J>- > 
Ud«^ in Khafi was appointed governor of Kashmir in his place. But 
after some time, he was restored to his office at the request of 
prince Salim. 
In continuation of Yusuf Khan's account given by Blochmann, 
the follov/ing facts may be added: 
i 
^^  In 38th year, M.Yusuf Khan was appointed Darogha of 
Topkhana, and received Jaunpur as tuyul, vice Qullj 
Khan, but in 41st year his jagir was transferred to 
Gu^rat, to enable him to serve in the Dakhin. In the 
follov/ing year, when Sadiq of Harat died, M.Yusuf 
Khan was appointed '""atall q" to Prince Murad, whom he 
joined at Balpur (Barar;. After the death of Prince 
Murad, M.Yusuf Khan distinguished himself, together 
v/ith Abul-Fazal, in the Dakhin wars, and later, under 
Prince Danyal, in the conquest of Ahmadabad, on which 
occasion M.Yusuf Khan is said to have been moi'e energe-
tic than other grandees. 
After joining Akbar's court at Burhanpur, in the 
46th year, M.Yusuf Khan went again to Prince Danyal, 
who, in 1010 A.H., sent him to assist Abul-Fazl and 
1. lyin-i-Akbari, p.371-372 (Translated by Blochmann). 
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the Khan-Khanan at Balaghat, But soon after, he died of an 
abscess at Jalnapur, in Jumada II, of the same year. His 
body was taken to Maslihad, 
M. Yusuf Khan generally stayed at Sultanpur, which 
looked upon as his Indian home. His contingent consisted 
exclusively of Rohilas, whose wages he paid monthly. " 
Here is a brief account of the three sons of Muhammad 
Yusuf Khan Mashhadi: 
Mirza Lashkari Safshikan Khayi: - He was xinder Akbar 
Thanadar of Bir (East of Ahmad Nagar), and got from Jahangir 
the title of Safdar Khan, and tuyul in Bihar. In the 5th 
year (of Jahangir's reign), he was promoted to the post of 
a commandar of 1,500, with 700 horses, and was made in the 
following year Subadar of Kashmir, In the 8th year, he was 
removed from his office. In the 21st year, when Mahabat 
Khan had fled, he was sent towards Dihli to intercept 
Mahabat's treasures which were known to have arrived from 
Bengal. This he ^did. In the beginning of Shah Jahan's 
reign, he was made a commander of 2,500, and 2,000 horse, 
received the title of Safshikan Khan, and was again sent 
to Bir, where he remained for a long time. He withdrew at 
1. Ayin-i-Akbari, p. 371-372 (translated by Blochmann). 
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last from public life, got a pension of Rs. 12,000 per 
annum, and lived at Lahore, fie died in 1055 A.H, 
2. Miraa Ivaz:- fie was a good prose writer, and wrote 
a history of the world, entitled 
"Chaman." 
3, Mirza Af3.atun:-He lived with his brother. He was 
subsequently made'mutawalli" of 
Sikandra (Akbar's tomb), where he 
died " 
IX. D^th aad burjaX placjg. 
^Abdul-Baqi, the author of Ma''asir-i-RaMmi writes that 
Sana"*! died in 990 A.H,^ and was buried at Lahore, and that 
subsequently his eousin Mrza Baqi'^^son of Mir "^ Arab Shah Mashhadi, 
transferred his remains from Lahore and buried him at Mashhad, 
On the contrary, ^ bdun-Nabi, has noted 995 A.H., as the 
year of _Sana'»i's death, but has corroborated the story of the 
transfer of his remains to Mashhad. 
The ^ Arafat-ul-'Ashiqln (F 173 A cS: B ), and Riyaz-ush-shuara 
both agree in locating his Durial place at Lahore, but they do 
not furnish any further information. Their statement >^ does not 
1. Blochmann has given 1 , 0 0 0 A.H., as the year of his death, 
and has further pointed out that according to Sprenger, 
the year of his death is 996 A.H. 
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come in conflict with that of the Ma'aslr-i-Rahimi and the 
Maiiiiiana, because this much is established that at first Sana^i 
was buried at Lahore. It appears that the authors of the 
'"Arafat and the Riyaz-ush-Shuara, got informed of his burial 
in the first instance, but they remained \m-aware of further 
developments. 
With regard to the year of his death, there are also other 
versions besides 990 A.H, and 995 A.H. But we are inclined to 
prefer the year given by the Ma'asir-i-RaMmi, since its author 
is attached-to^Abdur Rahim Khan-i-Khanan's court and has parti-
cularly mentioned the poets who were in the service of the said 
noble, Sana^i being one of them. So we have no reason to dis-
blieve the author of Ma»asir-i-Rahimi. 
Sana'i seems to belong to the Shi'a sect as is eMdent 
from the following lines; 
cu^l jiS. L yC jl UoL dj * Oy'J 
ju^ ^^ * c^W-J^ J 
XI. Morals a M iiabXtg,. 
Most of the biographers have a high, opinion of Sana'l's 
good manners. The author of Ma'asir-i-Rahimi says:^ 
1. Ma'asir-i-RaMml, Vol. Ill, p. 355, 
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ji^^j * * o L ^ ^ j J*-^ 
J.^, 4 J- i^-irf. J d JU^ J • « • * J Ll^ ^ J 
J J d-Lw^ i^LAKuo oLlrt-s J ALw-^  — JuWi 
The above statement seems to be defective in so much as 
it is vague, and is not free from exaggeration. Still v/e have 
reasons to believe that, in view of the sources at the author's 
dj.sposal, Sana'i must have been renowned for his good morals. 
_ « - 1 The Nafa'is-ul-Ma-'asir also supports him, when he says: 
jljis! J Cy-""^-" 
Mir ^ulam Ali Azad Bilgrami, the author of the Yad-i-
Baizi, though of a later period, is considered a reliable writer. 
- - 2 and speeks of Sana'i as: 
j^ ljJsl jL^, " 
In the Nata"'ij-ul-Afkar, also we hear an echo of the 
3 
same. Its author, though still more recent authority, has 
related the story of Sana'i's kind treatment towards Hakim Abul-
Fath, at the time of the latter's adversity. 
1. Nafa'is-ul-Ma»asiry p. 116. 
2. Yad-i-Baiza, p. 61. 
3. Nata'ij-ul-Afkar, p. 133. 
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Sana^i has left one div/an (comprising qasidas, ghazalsj 
qitas and ruba'^is) and two short maBnawis, namely, Saqi-nama 
and Sadd-i-Sikandari, 
A. Qasidas. I 
This well knovm form of verse was introduced in Iran 
from-Arabia, and the traditions followed in it were almost the 
same as laid down by the^Arabs. The comprehensiveness of the 
subject matter of qaslda can be judged by the fact that it 
includes, hamd ( Na'^ t ( }, Manqabat ( ), Praise. 
( Satire ( Didactic (^ yii-l ) and Sufistic ( 
ideas. 
The Persians borrowed this form of verse from the'Arabs 
and although at that time Arabic qasida v/as passing through a 
period of decline, still Persians copied it so well that some 
of its masters, by means of their ingenuity and vigour, carried 
it to the highest perfection. 
The qasidas of poets like, FurruJshi, Anwari, J£haq,anl, 
Sadi and Khusrau, are reckoned among the master-pieces of Persian 
literature, but, on the whole, Persian qasidas are full of artifi-
ciality, pedantry, exaggeration and flattery, because^ t they used 
this form as a means to win the favour of their patrons. I f the 
qasida-writers had no attraction for praise and reward, and if 
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they had devoted their energies to religious moral and social 
reform^they would have done a great service to the nation. 
Not withstanding these defects, there is no doubt that 
qasida-writing was very much useful for our language and lit-
erature. Poets widened the scope of qasida by introducing all 
.kinds of ideas in the Tashbib ( fufnished the lan-
guage v/ith thousands of ne\i words and phrases, and paved the 
vray for scientific and serious topics. 
Generally speaking, qasidas are of tv/o kinds, Khitabiya 
and Tamhidiya. In the former, the poet addresses the patron 
out-right, praises him and concludes it with verses praying for 
his life and prosperity. The latter consists of five parts. 
(a) - Tamhid or Tashbibi 
Instead of abruptly commencing the praise of the 
patron, the poet indulges at this stage in an account of 
I 
love and youth, description of spring, complaint of the 
sky or didactic, ideas, whereby he intends to attract the 
attention of his patron, or,"make a show of his learning. 
This is the reason, why some qasida-writers have excessively 
made use of academic or technical terms in the Tamhid. 
In Iran, Asadi and others, who followed il^ j.; have begim 
their qasidas with Munazara ( iji^lji^  ) poems, such as 
^ j J i ; or etc. In qasidas, 
in general and Tashblbs in particular, originality of ideas, 
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force of diction and high-sounding words are considered 
essential. 
(o) Gurez 
Gurez ( ) or Takhallus (digression) Is an Impor-
tant turning point In qaslda from which the poet prepares 
himself for the praise Itself. The Gurez should not be far 
fetched and artificial, rather the audience should be Inc-
lined to think that the point naturally follows from the 
given data, 
(c) Praise 
This Is the main subject of the qaslda. At this stage, 
the poet deals with real or Imaginary virtues of his master, 
such as generosity, bravery, justice and mercy, and also 
extols his sword and other arras, his horses and elephants, 
his Bazm and Razm (pJjjpr.). Here the poet ought not to 
make such a remark as may offend his patron, or. Injure 
his dignity. 
Cd) ^Arz-l-Hal (request;. 
Here, he makes a request and seeks help from the patron. 
The request should be made In a delicate and pleasant 
manner. 
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(E) Dua^(Prayer ) 
At the end, the poet prays God for tne wel-fare of 
his master and the ruin of his enemies. The praise is 
always accompanied by Ta^ liq that is "So'longwas 
"Vou may enjoy a long life"etc. 
When we consider the qasidas of Sana'i in the light 
of the above points, we find that his qasidas fulfil all 
the conditions, required for tius form of poetry. Let us 
discuss all such peculiarities of his qasidas in some 
detail. 
ja£ Thought: 
In Sana'i's poetry, either the idea or the mode of 
expression is rather novel. The element of imagination is 
very predominant. The following verses will suffice to 
prove our point: 
J^  U^ J J 
Our patron's regime is so peacful that people are dis-inc-
lined to cut dov/n trees, lest one should prepare gallows 
out of it." 
(f 
The couplet lays emphasis on the safety and well-being 
of not only of human beings, but also of vegetables. Though 
1. These parts pertains to eulogistic-qasidas, but satirical, 
sufistic and didactic poems are not bound by such formalities. 
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the idea is exaggerated, yet its originality has made it 
agreeable. 
As a rule, people strech out their hands towards fire, 
to see whether its neat is bearable or not. The fire of the 
patron's wrath is so hot that fire itself fears it, and 
stretches out its hand to ascertain the degree of heat. 
The high-handedness of the sky, and the weakness of the 
spider's web are obvious, but when the patron is determined 
to punish a tyrant, even the most in-significant object 
becomes the most tormenting for him. 
-ii?^  o® ji-i 6^j * ^  J^  J'} (jUii j-J 
In this line, the poet has made use of a good simile. 
The gathering of the clouds and the flash of the lightening 
is a common place experience, but Sana'i has adopted a bea-
utiful mode of experience for that. He says tha't the cloud 
is just like a dragon, who, fearing the patron's hand, brings 
out nis tongue every moment for seeking mercy. 
-Li?' O^J j< ^^ * J^ (jUl J ijy>- 6 jliil L^l-^ 
In the above verse the rays of the sun are compared to 
rent of the skirt of the rose. The sun by chance uttered 
the name of the sword of the patron, as a result of which, 
so 
its tongue was split into pieces. The/called rays are 
nothing but the lips of the sun thus split. 
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Here we give a few more examples, without attempting to 
point out the poetical beauty contained therein: 
^j? o* oWi ^^ * ij^ c^L^-L^l ^ -cL^ 
jj^'l (_5« jjLj^ ^ b A.I J * ji^ Lis tS\j ^Ij-w J jJU 
(J*-*® * tSj^j^ ^j""- J'xr"' 
pjJ' ;J ^ * J i^yuC^, 
JDJ^ * ^ * Cy^ J"-
j)J> jL^l J JL J y jl it^  * J-^ oiJ 
Such examples are frequent in the Diwan-i-Sana'i. This 
trait is so common in his div;an that his poetry has become more 
of an imaiginary, than a realistic character. For examplewhen 
he describes the royal palace, he does not tlirow any light on 
its situation, expance, altitude or surroundings, but indulges 
in an imaiginary account of the same, when he says, '%ince the 
palace had not come into existance, God created the abode of the 
body to serve as dwelling place for the soul. The palace is so 
charming tiiat wh^nx Imagination passes by it, it chooses to live 
there for ever^ The floor is so bright that one cannot dis-
tinguish between it and the sun-shine. The spots on the surface 
of the moon are nothing but the shadow of its walls, which is 
cast on the moon 
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j;ljl i ! ^ rfU ^ J.'. -i-L- J * iS tA)'-^^ S t S ^ 
TMs shows that if our poets discuss a real topic, even 
then they introduce so many imaginary elements in it that an 
ordinary reader is extremely bored. While giving an account of 
the *Cold or Hot weather" , we naturally expect from him, a 
statement based on real facts, but un-fortunately, here also his 
flight of imagination is prominent. Truly speaking, this was a 
period x^ rhen fancy and imagination were in vogue. So there is 
no wonder if Sana*! is so fond of this type of expression. Here 
are fev/ lines to illustrate Sana'i's account of Cold: 
J U J J diia-" (J^ , J * (jivo JI-ww ^ J O ( j ^ J J 
-ih^- J * ^ J< 
The same holds good in his description of Meat; 
(jU^j jl JjjjSy, S ^ ^yt ^J^^ j\ 
y. j * J cM-y 
Despite the fact tnat his poetry has mostly become of 
an imaginary character, yet here and there, we find some rea-
listic touches in his verses, as just follows. 
- b6 
(ii) Realistic Treatment 
Poets of later-age are rightly charged with indulging 
in imaginary 'topics- and avoiding realistic details. Sana'i 
is no exception to the rule. So much so that, while prais-
ing the Khan-i-Khanan, or Abul Fath, he fails to make a 
mention of their martial, or, academic activities etc. But 
we should admit that on certain occasions, he has success-
fully proved himself a J ^ , in the true sense. For 
example: 
Shah Tahmasp's recovery from illness 
iy- fjV-i^ J J * C J ^ i S \ ^ 
ij^ J C^ j J J * JJ^  '-rv^j jjUaLw 
i ^yjA (j-^ j J ^ J jSj^ J * U^-?" J Jol 
Isma^Il's accession tp the throne after severe hard-ships 
of ioag Imprisonment. 
u 
C( 0, king, if you had the mis-fortune of being imprisoned 
in a stone fort, like steel in stone, there is no harm, 
ff V4 
because Divine Will wished to manifest thereby your latent 
merits, just as sword becomes sharper, when applied to the 
whet-stone. lou remained enchained like Joseph, but, thanks 
to God, now the Time is your slave, and the heaven at your 
service. 
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Notice, how beautifully the poet consoles his master and 
tries to wipe-off of the past days from his mind. 
Again he says: 
a^ -vvJ jMu^  y oy^ * j t j l ^ L J^J J J J\ C-Jj J 
J i j ^ j j i J * jji,^ a«l ^ J J LjI 
JJ ^^ j (jy"'-^* ^^ y J 
Description of. his <2MI1 misery 
Ju^^ 3 ^ * jy^ (Jjj J djLaJ y ^ 
" ' = gratitude tfi Prince Ibrahim I^ jrza £Qr 
^ ^ (S l-iflS^ ijj-?'VLi-u*.^ ^ pa?- * (jj''^ ^^ (j 
1J j; ^ ^^ (J * jW' ^^ 
In the first line, he has made a play on the name of the 
Prince (Ibrahim). In the next tine, the simile of the marks of 
the stick with the Rod of Moses, and that of the impression on 
the ...fore-head with the seal of Government, are very fine. 
Patrpflage fil Poets M the Court 
As already stated, Mughal 
emperors were far superior to 
the Safavid kings, in their appreciation of poets and poetry. 
Sana'i, who had run away from Iran for his life and honour, 
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had no other shelter, except the courts of Akbar and his nobles. 
He writes: 
J ^ u^^Jj * ^ uAi?^  J^^j oif^ 
My rivals should shake-off their conceit, because I have 
to relate my story before emperor. Upto this time, the pearls 
of my verses were lying in the shell for the shame of neglect, 
but now, I am able to take those pearls to the market, and present 
them to the jwellers 
In these lines, he praises the coiirt and at the same time hints 
at his own merits as a poet. 
In some of the qasidas, he gives an account of his patron's 
conquest, his ovm long absence from the court, his good or bad 
fortune and the activiti es of his ill-wishers. In one of his 
qasidas the"v_Ljj" of which is , he has jnade an indirect 
reference to Akbar's '*Sun-worship, " 
) Choice of metres 
The choice of metres is a sign of a poet's sense of 
decorum and his taste for music. Though Sana^ I^ has sometimes 
choosen difficult for his qasidas, such as, ^ ^ 
j^ yijS'fwbil etc., yet some of his qasidas, specially those 
in short-metres, are full of music, lucidity and charm. We give 
below one line each of some of his qasidas: 
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yu/ Aj'-' 
^^ * c : — u " ^ ^ Cy^jj 
Civ) ^KimQnd of ISLiagiiage.. 
Sana'i had full commond over Persian language, its usage 
and idioms etc. The following verses, which are full of ease 
and flow, support our statement: 
Cj^ ij C ^ ^ ^ * C-waIo (jli^-: (J V J 
pi 6 -Li ^ CP ^^^^^^ A ^ p-^Mji ) J , >—^  * MM, J J 
a, a-' jL^ . (jjj^  * ^ i -sL; y 
At times, he beautifully Introduces a proverb and gives 
it a new colour, with his expression. For example, he has nicely 
handled the proverb Juj when he says: 
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This commond of the language is at its height, when the 
poet forms compound words with the help of a single jm^ (infini-
tive), and lends them new shades of meaning, e»g» in the qasida 
ending in the radif he uses the following idioms: 
To ruin the beauty -
To render restless - (jP-^Sj:, Jtsr jU-
To break the oath of allegiance -
To drive a nail - i^uS^ jU««> 
To up-set a desire - jJj\ 
To form a curl in the locks - j^i^ Xi 
To lower one's value - jSs 
to be dying - Ji^ 
To cause the market to be dull - JijL 
To kill a game - ly^Ji 
To cause the ears to be burst -
^Llw J To be boastful -
" JwUj"jto which i=lj.Uj gives the name of is very 
common in Sana'i's poetry, that is, he introduces two parallel 
hemistichs, the words of one corresponding to the words of the 
other in measure. Out of so many examples, we give below only 
a few of them: 
jjy (jUc y ju^ J L Hjlas * jjj^ Oj-ij^ y ijij L 
J^ pU OkJ JJi^  * jjL^. 
J ^^Uuik) JJLs. ( j y i - * ^ U js^^^y^ ^ Jj?- J 
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After referring to the general characteristics of Sana'i's 
qasidas, it seems desirable to consider his mastery in respect 
of component parts of qasida. 
His Tashblb;-
In Tashbib, poets usually indulged in ideas of love, 
though later poets also included the scenes of spring and ethical 
and sufistic ideas. Unlike them, Sana'i confined Tashbib to 
its original form, and for this reason ninety percent C90;O qf 
his Tashbib^ are full of ideas of love and youth, though some-
times they appear traditional. H^e is like a lover, who, without 
the help of the sights of spring season, adorns his qasidas with 
the description of love affairs. Here are a few examples from 
Sana'i's qasidas: 
jl y of- J-' <Sj J^^y iSjjJ Oj ti* 
^ X i ^jj J a. jU * tjU J J JJ <jL>w cJL- oi ; u?- Jj J 
In addition to this, his zeal in self-praise knows no 
bounds. It seems as if, he is intoxicated by the wine of egotism, 
and without a tinge of show or malice, regards himself much above 
his rival poets. 
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For example: 
"^y. i'ji * 1 w A w 9 vJa; J,L; U u J pj^j  J Ji^ 
I have no equal in my attainments, so much so that 
after giving birth to me, the celestial fathers (skies) 
became impotent, and the terrestrial mothers (earths) 
turned out barren. Therefore, the existance of one equal 
to me is an impossibility 
ijjj * J J^ ^ ^ 
k^Lj ^ ^ * sir^ L^ 'U jLi J^l y 
v-^ll; (j^ ij;\j * iS ^ j l ^ I j 
^^ * ^ ji! b 
I do not care for the good smell of the rose and 
^fasmine, when my own perspiration is like rose water. 
The planet Venus known as the goddess of joy, is nothing 
but a singing girl, who sings my melodies. Good Luck, 
which confers crowns on kings, lies at my threshold. 
I have no fear of the evil-eye of the enemies, 
because the lustre of my wisdom serves as veil to avert 
^ t^cevil-eye from my person. 
When the sun of my perfection is at its height, the 
whole atmosphere, from east to west, proves too narrow 
for its all-surrounding light. Even the Holy-Ghost is 
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unable to followifts the ideas, hidden in the closet of 
my heart 
ol; * J^jy^ (jyr c^l pli^ 
j^L/J jM jl * jM jl ^ 
In truth, our poet cannot spare time from his introspec-
tion, in order to have a look at the outer-world. Ghalib 
has very nicely said: 
So Sana'I takes delight in the account of his love or his poetic 
attainments, and does not care to look out-side. Some times, 
he introduces didactic ideas in the Tamhid, but this not his 
favoxjrite topic. For example, he guards us against lending ears 
to the evils of others; 
Further, the foree of diction and flow of expression are 
the main features of his poetry, specially, when he indulges 
in self-praise in the Tahjnid. In this matter, he much resembles 
'"Urfi. But the difference between the two is that^'Urfi maintains 
his self-respect, even when he praises the emperor, but Sana'I's 
standard of self-respect is not so high. He has no hesitation 
in calling himself'^Ur (the most humble servant), when 
praising the emperor, : 
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^ J5 JMxs^ j Cnr--^ (3-^ . * J 
As Maulana Shibli has pointed out, force of diction 
( , . } is ratiier abstract quality, for which two or three 
illustrations will not do. Yet we cite here a few verses of 
Sana'i to give the reader a faint idea of this particular trait, 
* ^^ j^ l^ ao 
^ * (j^  i sL y 
As we all know, in qasida and specially in its Tashbib, 
not only self-praise, but pedantry also is allowed. A study of 
the qasldas of Khaqani and Anwarl will show that their qasidas 
are full of scientific and Technical Terms, which are too ' 
difficult for an ordinary ^ reader. InSana'i's qasidas and 
Tashbib, such J,erms are common, though to a reasonable limit. 
For example: 
u W . cr^  l^lA J^ * J-^ (S jiA U 
» ^ 
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Gurez 
The Gurez of a qasida should be un-affected and 
natural. InSana">i's qasidas, the Gurez is generally 
simple, but occasionally it is very fine. 
In a qasida, addressed to Abul-Fath he first praises 
himself, saying, ""the morn, which scatters pearls (dew) 
from east to west, has learnt this art from me, and I have 
acquired it from a person, whose dust is a crown of glory 
for the sky that, is M r Abul-Fath 
Similarly, while praising, Huzrat ImamMahdi, he says to 
his beloved,'thy locks are so bold that they have not 
given-up their cruel habits, even in the time of the Holy 
Imam 
Praise Proper 
This part is the essence of a qasida, and here a poet 
makes a display of his art, inorder to gain the favour of 
his patron and assert his superiority over his rivals. 
Though, like other poets, Sana^i is fond of exaggera-
tion, artificiality and flattery, yet his poetry is of no 
mean order. Let us consider the following lines: 
pf" c^^ J?" (j^ . J ^ ^ y J |.U; 
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pi^ (j jij jl j> ^  ^ y^ ^  * ij Ju^} y 
^^  Your whole-sale boimty., is to such an extant that a man 
cannot separate the halves from one, even with the help of 
the sword. If your fear were to block the passage of new-
comers in the world, the pen would prove barren in giving 
birth to letters " 
dik; * ja;^  a^ Ui j; ^ ^ u ^ J 
If you throvj away a thread from your hand, the pearls 
will cease to have a connection with the thread any more. 
Your generosity is so great that hereafter, pearls will take 
their abode in the wombs of females in place of semen. »> 
A common charge levelled against Persian poetry is that 
it ignores the particular merits of the patron, that is, its 
description of a person is equally applicable to any other patron, 
v/hoever he may be. Sana^i's qasidas are no exception. But 
there are certain examples where he makes mention of the personal 
qualities of his patron. 
For example, his qasida in praise of Akbar, and ending 
in the radif wLiilj makes a hint to the sun-worship of the 
emperor. 
Similarly, while praising the princesses of the royal 
hauem, or, the holy ladies of Islam, he deliberately uses such 
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expressions as throw light on the sanctity of his patronesses 
and also the reverent feelings of the poet. 
Addressing Pari Khan Khanuun, he writes: 
jjL^- wlL; (jj J-;- * j-^ i^ ji J W (jjAJ 
In another poem, praising Huzrat Fatlma, the opening line 
runs as follows: 
There Is no doubi: that most of his poems, written for 
the sake of material gain, are artificial and exaggerated. But 
In qasldas written in praise of the Imams, this is not the case, 
•iere his zeal and sincerity are very stricking and they would 
not fall to Impress the reader. For this purpose the following 
poems may be read. 
J diy- •^U-'^-J^ ^ * j' 
^J * jSj^j Jj^  ^yjl 
In the end we may say that Sana'l's qasldas are not based 
merely on flattery, but some times, reflect the conditions 
surrounding him. 
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^Arz-i-Hal and Dili (request and prayer) 
In these portions, Sana'i does not seem to have made any 
new contribution, but so far as the requirements of the qasida 
are concerned, he does not lag behind others. 
On one occasion, he says: 
^ J-.c^ ^ ^ j-jS j^- iS * ^ jj^ jLv L- ob 
While praying for his patron, he adopts the conventional 
mode, where he sayst 
p k ^ jl^- ^ib a« * (jUli* Jj^ ^^ nA^ 
j»J_c«:; * Ij J^ 'iU rfib-^ J^' ^^^ 
In a panegyric, written in Akbar's praise, he rightly 
expresses his gratefu]Lness to the emperor for his patronage 
of art, and beautifully ends with these couplets: 
r ^ * jj. J ^L^, y , b 
r ^ ^ Ju^ * wbil ^ j U y ^j\ js^ 
To sum-up the discussion, we may add that though Sana'i 
has not the force of Fai^, or, imaigination of'^Urfl, yet he is 
regarded as one of the chief qasida-writers of his age, and his 
fine Tashbibs and high sounding self-praise deserve admiration 
and appreciation. 
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B. ^azals 
Love is an -universal sentiment, and there is hardly any 
language which is wanting in love poetry. Still Persian ^azal 
has a unique position in the literature- of the world, and Persia 
has produced certain ^ azal-wri ters of international fame. 
Ghazal comprises five, seven or more couplets, each being 
a unit in itself, and deals with not only ideas of love, but 
flowers of all colour and fragrance. Some critics charge the 
ghazal with want of continirlty, and hold that its couplets are 
disjointed and separate from one another. But if a poet is able 
to compress a vast idea within two nemistiches, it rather goes 
to his credit. Moreover, in all great poets, one can notice 
a central idea or a delicate harmony, underlying all his verses. 
In this case, the cnarge of discontinuity does not hold good 
in all its respects. 
Gnazal is at the same time, the easiest and the most 
difficult form of poetry easiest, because every beginner 
can compose a ghazal, and most difficult, because such ghazal-
writers as can appeal to all readers are very few, much less 
those wno may be called Stylists, 
As we all know, ghazal literally means OHj 
which shows that it was originally meant for the description of 
love affairs, though subsequently it was associated with ideas 
pertaining to aLAs f < ^ c - i ^ etc. Persian ghazal was, 
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perhaps, borrowed from the Tashbit) of Arabian qasidas, but 
afterwards it became a separate form of poetry. 
At the age under discussion, two schools of ^ azal were 
popular in Iran, one noted for (novelty of thought or 
expression), founded by Baba Fughani, and the other indulging 
in Ji^ is-Jsj (account of love affairs), founded by Sharaf 
Jahan Qaa^ini. In the Safawi period, poets like,^U^^ 
and ^jr^j j belonged to one or the other 
group. When Persian poets migrated to India, they brought their 
old heritage with them, but there is no doubt that the atmosphere 
of India added much to il7s glory. So far as we can judge, 
Sana^ i belonged to the former group, as he is very fond of 
imaginative poetry and originality of expression. 
Now let us deal with the salient features of Sana'i's 
ghazals one by one: 
(1) The first thing v/iiich attracts our attention is 
his (jr^ W^  C^^ or J based'on imagination. 
Here are a fex-j examples of his imaginative art. 
j j j a . J * J-JJ-^ . oU- Oj^. 
^^  The beloved's lips steal away the s§fcil of the 
lover, but hj.s (lover's) heart gains a new (life) 
thereby 
a^ wL^ ' jl wL J jj^ jljj^ * jjh J J ^ LSJJ U-U 
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<r 
The poet has pointed out that a man does not hold a 
thing dear, if he can get easily 
In the following he has dealt with a nice point and has 
adopted a novel mode for it. There are some people who deli-
berately invite miseries for themselves. They resemble, one 
who walks in a drxinken state, and further looks behind, instead 
of looking ahead. Such a one is sure to stumble, 
jyl J Lis J J 'Sjj J pij^ ^ * ^ ^ J J /Uji-:^  L Sjum 
In a line he prays to God in a peculiar way, and says: 
L^.; ^ ^^J L^ 'l * ^ ^  ^JJ C) ^  ^ ^ 
'' The sight of the sweet-heart has wrought havoc on me. 
God forbid that his absence may bring about a greater 
havoc " 
Keeping secrets is essential in love. For this, Sana'i 
has adopted a nev/ way of expression. 
That is, a true lover should behave in this manner 
that when the secret of the heart comes to the tongue, the 
tongue should return the trust (secret) to its owner (heart). 
Again he says: 
(2) Taghazzul ( Jj-^) 
This word has a more liraited scope than the word 
^azal. Jj-i^  is the erotic poetry which deals with 
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refined ideas of love alone. In Sana'i's Nazals, we 
often come-across such verses, whose is very fine 
and charming. 
pji tfS jz^ij^^ J J * ^ ^ J' J j j u •cjr 
The misery ol my soul is due to a calamity, wtiich I 
alone know. The cure of my heart depends upon a remedy 
which I know '' 
^^  My bosom is bruised, my heart wounded and my liver 
sunk into blood. All these miseries are the out come of 
misery, which I alone know 
jjl u^ J J j\J * Ji^ JiUjijJ, 
If I happen to reveal the secret of love, do not blame 
me. The secret in the heart is realy the source of a pain 
which I know 
Rest assured '-(that-i^ your cruelty towards the lovers 
will not do you any harm it, because in heavens their prayers 
protect you from all evils, in a way which I know " 
4C 
How long will you ask me as to where my heart v/as lost? 
My poor bewildered heart is in a place vjhich I alone know 
(that is my heart is with the beloved, and nobody else) " 
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There are a few more verses of the same type: 
jlj dLsy>-jj * jL 
jL- J J a. jL * ^ y iS^j^ J^, 
J'j jj ^ ^jSi. * cJ^^J-^jJ (jlj ^ 
(3) His expression :-S natural and pleasant. Often hack-
neyed and common place ideas have been forcefully expre-
ssed by the poet. 
For example: 
Jji^jj^ oU <JjK ^ * f ^ J JJ Jkj' J J J J L 
uAp- 3 j * ^y.j . S ^ ^^ j l 
In another line, he has beautifully expressed a 
natural idea, saying: 
\j I jj^ ai * J^ i f^jjJ JjXl ^ .jji L L - ^ y 
It is a matter of fact that a man finds varie-
ties of delicious food on the table, he feels satisfied 
to the full, without tasting them. 
(4} It is to be regretted that in Sana'i's poetry, 
there is a taint of the de-generated Iranian society, 
in which people entertained love tov/ards Turkish-lads 
etc. 
jf'or example: 
'J 
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xl pU j! jL b * <-J I''-' b (J^ 
CKJ Ji J J^ J-^ i^'^J^ * J^ oJ j'J 
This state of things gave rise to that feature, which is 
known as that is, the account of the dealings 
between the lover and the beloved. 
The following lines will suffice to illustrate our point. 
They are too delicate to admit of being translated. 
jvLw, L^ . ( jL j ^jiS fjJ-^ u^"^ * rfli^ tfi" {Jj\Ss ^jji 
jljl (j^  t^-i^. u^J J^ * Jij}-^^-
•\ . 1 JLA a-^  jl jjJj j^ij * ^ xl 
^ ^ c^ U-iJ u^ J^  * J^ -^ j j»>. J J jLji '^ di/ JL JL 
(.5) Command laagms^s 
Just as, a poet is more sensitive than others, similarly, 
M s comnand of language is comparatively great. Thinking and 
feeling are common between a poet and others, but the rnain,K trait 
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which distinguishes him from other people is his choice of the 
best and most appropriate expressions. Some critics have gone 
so far as to say that in poetry, expression is preferable to 
thought, because herein lies the merit of real art, 
Sana'i being a Persian, does not lag behind in this res-
pect. Examples of the same follows: 
JlA ^ ^ * 
It is you, who ransacked the world. Do not bring the 
charge against the Times, because the poor-times cannot be 
responsible for such mischiefs 
Again he says: 
S (jLo-a jji J j^;- * jty-y^ C^'^Jh 3 ^ 3 wj^i! 
His ghaaals, beginning with 
^ ^ jUjl J p.1 * aflt-" (> 
and ^ „ 
jjl t><i J J J ijW * ^ J 
are good instances of the flow and refinement of language, ^  
(terseness of'style), which depends upon sound practice and 
training and which can be appreciated only by men of perfect 
taste, also comes under this head. 
For example: 
viil J L j - u / J ^ I—lii * ^L; J J (S 3 ^^ 
_ _ r 
"iL C-^ '^ L- J J * (Jij?^  {jlj'^  i J^ Jjl 
xci wUo iS pi J .r^jLi^^ ^  J ^  L * jLft, 
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On certain oGcasions, when he combines the beauty of 
language with a tinge of humour, his poetry becomes all the more 
pleasant. 
J^ l J^  ij^jir'. * O^'^ ^ ^ LSj^J^O^^-
The beloved sees the lover, in a sad plight and asks 
him, who has reduced you to tnis miserable condition? He 
replies, ''you, yourself know, who can commit such a great 
cruelty in the world/' " 
(6) One of the charges levelled against ghazal, is that 
it lacks in 
continuity}, and that all its verses 
are dis-jointed. But in Sana^ i'sdiwan, there are Nazals, 
in which the chain of thought is continuous from top to 
bottom. For example, in a ghazal, he has given vent to 
his feelings, on the departure of his sweet-heart, who has 
left in an angry mood. 
In another ^azal, he shows his conciliatory attitude to-
wards the angry beloved, in the follovang manner. 
iJjj ^ J * c?^. * J -J-: 
The_ghazal, beginning with: 
serves as a good example of this type. 
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(c) Q1 jat and Ruba^iyat 
Qil^ a^ is a form, comprising two or more rhyming couplets, 
an which a compact idea is expressed. The topic is generally, 
ethical, religious, social or even personal. 
Though Sana'i is not reckoned among the best qi^a-writers, 
yet there is no doubt that his qitat are much above the average. 
In his qasidas and ^azals, we seldom find the stamp of his 
personality, but, fortunately enough, a reader can gather from 
the qitat hints about his ov/n life and surroundings. 
(i ) Tile poet complains q£. the king's jack of attention 
w jl J ^ jL J * ^ ^ ^ J i ^ J 
i-^ ji Jit u-i u-.iL * ^ J^^ j< ^J^ 
j ^jS AJ * Jj^ j ^ ^ jl J 
w jl J jJL^ii; y. * AJi, jl ^ ^ 
Instead of directly accusing the king,,he says that out 
of respect he himself did not dare to pass in the king's heart. 
(ii ) He makes a requlaliloa t^ ^ t ^ king Xoi: a -small quantity 
Qf asMrgri^ 
I^-JlI^ VJ J j 'ZMM J J * ^J J J jJJ-l jljs\ JAU 
L^ J j\ iyL-^ jys- iS * ji^ y J 
He means to say that he was not accustomed to beggl.xigy , 
but as the king was like the sea, there was no disgrace for him 
in seeking the ambergris from the sea. 
f?ALl&AR;i. 
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(iii) The king presented hixn an old, feeble horse, 
he yrote: 
UJJ^  p JL^ CL^y^ (jl-J * y ^ ^ S (jL^ iLiJL^ i 
(S3 "^J^ J ^yy. j * I^J^. cJi-k^ oc^ Cj? cJ' ^ 
a^ l^ I^pA jl ijj (j: jJu ji' * (j;l <> j L tls/^  
You have favoured me with a horse, which belongs to 
Adam's age. Perhaps you honoured it by riding on it, as 
a result of which he claps his hands in joy, like musicians. 
(iv) His patron (perhaps Ismail II) had suffered imprisonment 
a a m b ^ of ze^ps, Iqt which he gives a .gice iuier:^  
pretatioa: 
^ J j j i j ^ } ^ * j l j / l ^ j l j 
Your imprisonment is not a matter of disgrace, 
because imprisonment is no infamy for a lion, rather it 
is privilege 
(v) Satire 
y^ y ^rW^. * J jl ^ UJ Vly ^li 
^ .^L * Cxj ^  3 y 
^ yM y w L jl * Ij-^  (JLJ J^jf^ 
These short poems besides having personal references are 
remarkable for the novelty of expression and refinement of style, 
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RubSi, on the contrary, is purely of persian origin. Its, 
first, second and fourth hemistichs must rhyme together, the 
third may rhyme or not. The fourth hemistich, which is the 
pith of the whole ruba!l, should be the most significant, forceful, 
and fluent. 
Rub^ is a short form of poetry, but it includes all 
sorts of topics, such as ^ ^^  ^ bS^^^ 
etc. 
Sana^i did not compose many rubais. But whatever he has 
written deserves consideration, both in respect of the theme 
as well as style. Some o: 
subjects are note worthy. 
f his rubais on ethical or satirical 
(i ) iiis ^ atrQA suffers a defeat, upqn whXch Sayia^ I consoles 
«« 
M j b In the following qiamer; 
J^ Cl^llj J ^ Lyj^  jJ J * U.W ji^ y J J J fjfjJ 
(ii ) Oji the occasion of a friend's recovery from fever; 
He writes: 
O^j^jJ. c ' * 6jj oki 
J-i (jjj^ j a-i J L-ll ^J ^ y iS^ v-ikJ '-r^  
(iii) Hi^ beloved was bitten by a snake, on which he says: 
* (jU- J-^J J \JO 
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(iv) The patron of Sana^l had an attack of 
Notice the beautiful simile used by the poet on this 
occasion: 
L ^ j 
jJ^jf Uj J Cyj< j-iU -X-i dLl ^  
(V) The sv/eet - heart's arrival 
(vi) A fine example of poetical trick 
i^L jj^j^aki / * / j ^ ij/ ^jj 
Cvii ) All ethical lesson 
J JjljM! ijj^ jUaijl J 4 jJ J * J J^ jijo 4 ^ (wilaJ 
Persia has produced numerous first class Masnawis, which 
have made the Persian language extremely rich. 
Masnawi, is so called as every two hemistichs of it, have 
a separate rhyme. As a result of the facilites of rhyme and 
number of couplets, poets were able to compose long masnawis of 
fifty or sixty thousand couplets. Similarly, the scope of its 
topics, religious, sufistic, ethical, philosophical, epic, erotic, 
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romantic etc., is so wide that it coraprehends all aspects of 
life. 
Among the poets attached to Akbar's court, there were 
numerous masnawi-v/riters, Sana'^ i being one of them. He has 
left two masnawis " (JU-" and " 1 It is 
desireable to briefly introduce them here, 
i- SjaqX - nama 
2 This is short masnawi, consisting of 171 couplets (or, 
3 
according to the copy published in Iran, 174 couplets ), written 
in the , the metre adopted by the Shah-nama, Sikandar-
nama, Ayin-i-Sikandari etc. It was presented by the poet to 
Prince Ibrahim Mirza, and begins with the line: 
j\ S w j ^ pU jL, * jlJ Jjil J JU 
The poet appeals to the Saqi (cup-bearer) again and again, 
and asks for wine. 
The commencing lines have a sufistic touch combined with 
flight of imagination and flow of style, as is shown by the 
following verses: 
1. This ma§nawl is c^ alled p C^ 'tiy Dr.iprenger in the catalogue 
p.679 and on p. 120. (see Bank!pur catalogue Vol. 
II, p. 186. No. 250. 
2. MailLhana, p. 166 (edited by Prof, ShafF) 
3. Maikhana, p. 206 (edited by Gulchin) 
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^Ji J^ rfXJjl * ijj. c^j^J ^U?-
Jj J J i j\ J J J J * fjjJ:, j 
^Li; tfx JJ * (jUi J^j+J ^ jU y^ 
(jljj Ij JJ^; tjL a; * u^ .^ b J tfj 
J J * J U^l J J ^  ^J^ 
J J J Ajlj jl * JJ-^  o ^ j ^ J 
Then he praises Hazrat'All, in the most reverent and 
faithful tone. 
?or example: 
H -
Continuing the terminology of v;ine, he says, Ali, the friend 
of God, is so much intoxicated with the cup of Divine-knov;ledge 
that nobody can equal him. In his tavern, jjlX,"^' is just like 
one, who drinks the dregs, and Jamshid is a mean slave. He 
(ill 
) drank the cup of existance, when the world was a non-entity. 
He has like-v/ise, discussed his (Ali; generosity, justice, for-
bearance and wrath, and invoked his help in his miseries. 
In subsequent lines, he praises his patron Prince Ibrahim 
Filrza and ends the masnawi with self-praise, where he says. 
Oh my lord, I am introducing to you a beautiful bride (poetry), 
after decorating her in the best manner. i ^JS jlil XT,^^^ * ,ji'jL jjl ui. ^  a. 
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Her beauty resembles a pretty and fragrant garden, 
pi^i J * i'^'^. c^^ J^j^ 'jy^ Ov^ 
Although this raasnavrl cannot compete first class masnawis, 
like the Nal-Daman etc., yet it may be counted as a .second rate 
masnawi, written in that period. 
1 1 -
This is an epic poen, written by Sana'i, like his 4ob 
in the same metre as the Shah-nama, Sikander-nama and other 
epic poems in Persian. It comprises 880 couplets and deals 
with the wars and conquest of Alexander the great, and is dedi-
cated to the Emperor Akbar. 
The reason why the poet composed this masnawi, is given 
by him in the poem itself. One day the poet was sitting in a 
pensive mood, when, all of a sudden, an angel appeared and 
adressed him thus: 
He further exported the poet to make a display of his worth 
before one, who could recognise it fully well, 
<.^1 ^J^ * oi^ JU ^ 
The conmiencing lines of the Sikandar-nama are as follows: 
^J cH^ J * <Jj^l O^il cO^U-. 
y^ -f (^L UV'jjj * Jj '^V^ jjl 
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Ci) J', * lij Oj^ja 
(Jji J ^ * 'Jj^-^ J ^ ^ 
No doubt the theme of this masnawi is not much different from 
that of other epic poem, hut we should note that Sana*!'s 
subtlety of thought, force of diction and beauty of expression 
have earned for him a place among the poets of the Mughal court, 
On occasions, when he invokes the cup-bearer, for example. 
^ ^ jSt, i -^ jj/' (j' * ^^ ^^jji c?^ 
jj-^ piUj <--. jl iS * j^j tjL j^J (jl ^ L^ L^ , 
cu^ ci L jij ci^ jr?" * iS^ CKJ^ ujij^. 
or describes the scenes of day or night, such as: 
b A^J * j-jS J S J. oJjjjJ^ 
j) ^ Jj ^X jl * J^r- UJ^^" u^'^ 
he appears to have received Inspiration from the great masters 
like Nizami and others. When he gives an account of Alexander 
'or. Dara ( , their equipments for warfare and the actual 
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In short the perusal of Sana^i's a^ L'^ wuL, shows that 
perhaps with the exception of Faizi, he may not be inferior to 
any one among the masnawl-writers of Akbar's time. 
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-TT 1 _ 
cii^) 
U AM^y, wlisl J J " J * iMiS J J J^l J AIlC- 1 _ 5 ^ 
(n) 
^ r 
jy jl (j^ jx) J * ^ ^^ o^^ ^J ^ 
( l A ) 
( H ) 
.liU; ^ j / j U b * jjl^ J. ^ jS&j J 1^ 
ji • C j) -V jj • \ ) .) 
• (1) -T ui^^U • (j -V 
J Ji-ij^  * ^  C^ J ^JJ^ ' ( I) -1 • (j 
yiOk) • ( j) -Z 
( T . ) 
^ - * 1. . ijfrj jl jlj-ft * rf-is^ jl ^ U-S J Jjfr 
; aj&j j\ jI^jU. * J j j J O^jJj^ 
( T I ) 
(J* ^ oip- J iiLb j^Ji * jiX^l jXril ^ ^ 
( Y T ) 
Jl 
(vr) 
^yi^U jLj jJj; * ^ j^L 
ur^ jo^ y (js»j ply JL J\ * Jj< jl cUij^ J jJi L 
(Tr) 
JL IJ 44 (jlj- J J * j\Sj A^fl /^ l 
• (I) -r 
• cr"^ C^-^ * • I) c-ji^ -l * ( J ^ 
t-Ji-JL-l oW-.J* • (I) -1 * (w) 
-TV r-
^ ^j^J -AoU * c.' y ^^ dJUs- jL- 4J>L» 
y jU^ y f^-^ * ui—ji; J Jj-a ^^  j ^^  jj^ Ij 
C v i ) 
J Ji J OJL) j^ -'J * ^y^ < wL. J jl c*?-^  
jtX J J J w jL * jl JLJ jL 
C Y Z ) 
pi 4 jLJ y (.JJaJ jl * Aj^ J J i j ^ j J i S y j j 
tfbj^ jj^ -u> * J J^  6 j 
(TA) 
( T O 
^J Jl ^ jl Jj^ l J * ^ tjU' ^ ^ ^^ JiJ 
ji jy-^ j\ * jLi J J jl L 
^ J • C w I ) ^ y • ( _ I 
jl * ( 1 j) -r oxT^i^ • ( I) -Y 
-Yvr _ 
ji * pi j j j j \ 
(n) 
f r T 
1:^ 1 tfib-^ * ^^blyU- jl L 
err) 
J J J 
pft i:.LiJ * J^u Jjyil 
(rr) 
^ • ( w ) -V • ( I ) _ ! 
o^ilyi • ( j ) -r • O -r 
^ ( I) -1 • ( 1) 
^ ' ( 1) - a c ^ l ^ » c \ ) 
(rr) 
jLaUi {^Uj pis^  * J"^ 
jljl jlfr * J j ' f^ J^  o-^  
( r i ) 
-L<i u ' J J'^  6 * p: J J ' u'^j 
(rz) 
— . r 
^ (J^ J utv Jf' ^ IJT J^ * ^ ^ J 4 x J wl ij^ fjj^ 
(rA) 
< ^ ix-
^^Jallo 
(w 1 j ) -t » ( j ) .! 
J ^ - ^  » ( J W I -
(jUL^ . L" J-?- j.i'J - ^ * 
oh * ( 1) U^ -V^  * ( j) 
- Y T l -
(n) 
jij Ucl (^.jJ^^ * c-J Jol jU- (J^ 
jLj Cyj'^ cM' * ^ 
( r « ) 
wj IJ IJ^ J J. * o j / J - j l j ^ ; J ^ ^ u^ 
(M-) 
( r v ) 
j; f^ ^ J ^ * jj-^ jLii U ^ 
err) 
j ^ ^ j y ^ ^ j olj^ * J J j^ a; / Cyj 
4 Jjjil • ( w ) tjj^ k^) -V b ^ - ' 
* (sr) o^k; \jS ^ Gi 
- Y T Z -
err) 
T 
^ JL> J^ i^Lau^I * iS ^^yr J?- ^ (Sjc^ 
j j^ijl rf^ (sjx) * — ' -j j?- l ; 
( n ) 
(rz) 
. Ill' 
y\ Jss6'- J J oU^ ^ u^j ^ * J J cM) ^ J J^  
I Y 
J -J uv * ^J"- ^ 
a^ i J J2;il • ( w ) ii^ ^sjj jl jX^^j « ! 
cu-^ l j^L*-^ ^ • (t^ ) jij • o^W^ -V 
jl ^  a. • ^^LS j' • (sr) 
• cr^"^ • (w ) _ Z I ji^  
4 Jj^ l • ( w) Cy} 1 jS 
,x<i i • (w ) (Jjj J (j^ L^y - 1 ' 
I ji - 1 T jjl-ft. J J pli^  • 0^J J • (<-r ) - 1 1 
- T T A -
( t a ) 
V " -
j l jj'. j l * w l i i l ^jij j ij Jj^ j\ 
( r O 
lo j j j j ^ j j u * tiiiji j ^i'l 
U J J ii-a^  i^l L, * cJus Oj-ij^  
jLioJj j;l * a;^ ^ jl jjI j 
1 1 1 * n Jjl * y jS J^ 4U 
Iji-T iJjJil • (w) A.-^ -^ -'cffjj ji^y^Ly -I 
oi < JjjiKv -I" 
aJl^ jJ Jj^ jl • CS^-^ J"^  ti-y-jl • ( (3 
j • ( i ) - ^ i j - rf^ c^ j ^ l l j ^ ^ - ^ ' ^ ' - r 
o ^ ^ • ( . • ( • ( j ) - A 
• U j r . j - i / J j ^ S r ^ - ^ * C j ) • 
Jjl ^ • _ 1 ! 
-TVI -
u n 
J^^ jl-^-ww ^  Uol ^ ^ J-w Lj * j W ^ ^ ^^ ' ^ -J -
^ ^ J b 4,U 
C^l) 
r • V ^ 
J^ u * UiJ^  
UjiS * i J ^ _ I 
• (I) -r 
* ( O 
jjJ' aLp-J5>l-<SJjl * I^JLw J ^ 
(AA) 
^ ^ pi^  jl ^  * j-^. 
J^biL-, * V J u^ -®"-* 
( A O 
jL&l^ p".^  jjL^^ jL * (jL?- ^ 
( T ) 
,jLa> J i^L^l 4 ( J jliwi J J * J U^ jLw 
jl^ y: JL jl wiiL J^-t-v-^  * > J*^ 
jJ; J J ^ * jjj "^J^ jiyif^ 
• C c^Lr » ( » ) - T ^ • ( I ) - ) 
/ • ( w ) _r ' C - r 
j-a J J J y^ * ^ )^ - ^  
_v r ! _ 
( I T ) 
Ow, -Lj ^jU—l J jbi'i * j ^  
O j ^ i ^ j l i>4ij j r j j jlii'l * c ! ^ j } ^ y ij^y 3 ( J j r y 
(ir) 
( T r ) 
T 
J' 
C n ) 
joLj jl J J * 
J ajL. / clP" ^ ^  "Q * J J J y ly. 
• ( -T (I) .1 
jj » \) -r • ^r 
_r rv _ 
J * 
( 1 a ) 
J J ^ ^ jliajjl J i Ju^^ u) * J ^ y 
j uij^ uji^ ^ ^ * j 3 Cj^^ Jp 
( n n ) 
J^. jj^ J J y J * "iW J ' jLMJ-^ 
* ^ ly J ^ jl ^ ^ rf jLt <^UsJ-' * UJL^ " 4 jL y J 
( z o 
V T ^ xL^ J,^^ Cj^ Jjjl * Jy ijjL 
U)) 
oi; ^  c-Jj J iS ^^y jl vi) J * jitJc y jS J J 
J. J 4 J J * b J 
yiC^^. ^3 • (j j) -V J^ , Jib ji * ( j) _ ) 
^ • ( j ) -r 
p J i JL^ • ' r ^  ^ * ( vJ -
(J O J J 6^>. * J u ^ ^ J J 
JiLiJ \j Jii. rfi^ jli^  J * OL-j^  
u n 
i^^flj oL*^  rfiu^ ^^ Lj * XJ^ ui-^ji 
— »• ^ f 
(Zl) 
jUi^ * wuL JLj»l <lL J 
Julil Ju^jj^y^ IJ Asik; j; ji * ^^^ -J ^  j' 
a,l • I ) _r ^ • ( 
< jjjil * CT- (j) (jU, (jjj jl 
• • ' W ti) 
i i ^ v^L^ Lil^ * .auiis ^ J j jjs j j ^ 
il-ils> j\ Jj-iO^ * J-^  Ci^J^ J-a'-^  <> 
C^A) 
j l ^ ' { j l j-;!; l?-^. * j l i p j u ^ j J j cjl c j j b 
jbi ji J J I j ( ^ L l * Ataij 
( A O 
m /y A 
-Li i jj^sl • ( (j;^^ jl _ 1 
Cy>y> (jf^ * C^  J .-y * (jt^ M 
• ^yAJ jL^U -(li 
lii - Z 
wbif^) /l • ^ U ^ ^ wbiT J^ l • Cw)-)* 
.T rCi^ 
U)) 
T I 
J uW- J J iS uu-^Li- -fr J j / (jLjS- iSjo JL^, ^ pa^ 
* j jLsii i^Ju Q^J 
(AT) 
r r U^'xl' JL.V Irf J ^ * ^ jl^l -MM J JfJ _____ 
jUj J jll; j J U b J * J I J l c . ^ ijX ]iS ^ 
j s s y z ^ fsiw ^ * j^ •a'" j i j \ 
u n 
i JLJ 'iiC J-^- ^ ^ * ^ J^^  CKJ -J 
j y 'ikj C>JJ< u ^ J * (j l?" rfi'l Ul 
^J * y./ bX 
Ljj ij- Jj- * A^j j^jljl .luij a^ dLl ^ 
^y^J^tij • * ^ -r) J-^  •( ti) -A 
(AT) 
(AZ) 
L' jl t—iisvJ jl * «-jJ wlj?- jl 42-MI-
( A A ) 
jjJij * iS «J (jlX) v-ii^  J a;l 
( A O 
^ U oW- jJ tS ^ A J 
j L ji^LLi; J ^ v_iiaJ J * ^ J 4jjS j j j 
4 j^l • (^ J) Ai^ (jjj j\ ^Lj (jA _} 
Xi Uji^ il* 4-r-) jl ^ ^L^ _T 
ui^ jl?- •(«--) • ( w ) f j L j _.r 
(jL^  Jj^  • ^ ^ ^ ^ • (w ) 
• ( j) 
( H i ) 
jU J (--Jip » jlds (jLi J 
j L AI wjy- J b * Jl j l JOiLmj ^jljl 
c m 
jl^ " J Jj^ j: < a,. J * jU jl a;-?- ^ j 4 
i%r) 
C%r) 
t, Ji^J -> jl * ^Jji jl ^ U ^ Jj^ 
— /- 'f 
W 
Ji^ j^' * >. 6^j pKj 
-Li aJjjil • ( Ai,^ jl 
j^j ciJU • ( .r . ( j w ) _r 
-Y TA-
Cil) 
sC*. ^J S S * ^U-l J ^ jS S 
'^J est J * ty' ^ 
J J J J w-li * jjjLA J J J j^. 
jl jj ijL c^j * J-^ ^ ^ jl 
C'ln) 
Jl. 
r r JU JS^J * J ^ -Jj?- J J ^ (J^  
Jlj^. (j; « I ^  tsl; J J x ^  * bi I J JjF 
J b . ( j) _! 
j^bj b^- • CT^-^ 6^j * 
a^ i i jj^ l • (w) (Jjj jl _ T 
j u^^ oJ^ (J'* ' Ly-M j j (J^ * 
( 1 - 1 ) 
-u> 
J U J ^ji * jy y ^ 
( i ' v ) 
p?^ J J rr- y ^ j j * y^ j^r'- ^^ J ^ 
( I T ) 
f T 
uJl^'L La j l j j J ^ j j * ^ J cr"^ 
P f J J AU;?- * Lo J 4 JL J jj; ^  J y L«L 
(1 -r) 
6 
J U j j i 
y J 
JLi 4 Jjjjil • C--) ijjj jl - ! 
^ U L • ^ ^ ^ UL. • ( ^ ) _f 
-•jj Oj^ * ( J C^ 
• • (w j) • ( ."I 
-xr • -
j i ^ b J w C * • -U i J j J J Aiii 
pi^  a. a ^Jj * jk (Jjj^. 
^ wLii X^iLwU^  * pliwiLi-^ , 4J Ij 
c l ' a ) 
(tr jjD Jjj J" * J 
5 ^ 
^ jj^j ^^ JJ * ^J^jij^ uJ^J ^  J^uW-^ 
fAt ^  ok; jt * A jjiiS u V ^ j\ 
• ( c^ J • ( w ) _ ) 
ai 4>jj;ii • ( tjjj j\ 
_vr! _ 
(11 •) 
. V " ' 
J i JLw^ jl^^tfW ii <>5 J * jl J J. 
( n o 
r 
c u t ) 
jji L ^ ^^  * ^ J J J' 
( M r ) 
(j jl J tjJ^^. j * Ir fi^y J^  
(1 If) 
-Li ilJj^ l • ( w ) jl 
jc^o; — J^ — ujj^ * ("-r-) * CT^-^ 
o-i 4 Jjjil • ( ) jl Cx^ 
-TTT-
(I U ) 
o jL jl iJ^ji^. a oiflj^ * ^^ o jL jl y^ 
< j / l ; * j l ^ol* j \ t ^ j c j u j y 
(in) 
O-^ jf- y cJj * Cj-^jr, j}^ y j^ jl til 
(IIO 
(I lA) 
f j ^ (jli- (J uLi J * <J 
T* T 
caw-. ^ ^ J ^^ o^ ^^ysv * ^ Xi; J J ^ a;l 
(11^) 
J^ .jl ^ < J. J (ji * ijt: Jjj ^  / ^Lj 
•( ^ 3) .Y 
-Tr r_ 
( I t . ) 
^^ J ji Ai^l ^^ * t^l J CiX^ 
^yt f^ J^Xmj^ JJ^ jfS- J J n p j^JUo l< ^ 
( T l ) 
u -it}^ f ca ^^ JJ J * u 
(IVT) 
jj'ljrf <1 J ^^^ J W * yljLiB Ui^iU J w<-><»• ^^ -J 
j jLL; u ^ l j j l (Jl-^ J- * j ^ U i J L 
(ITT) 
I 
a; J J. JL j-r Jjji^  J (js» * f -J ^  -J 
> * 'A 'A j^jj 
(ivr) 
J^ . ^ J • ( j) - ! 
»Yrr -
1 
citi) 
r 
JJi ^ .jL * C^J 0< J^' 
^ T 
(ITZ) 
( ita) 
y Oj^ * ^ o-. u ^ 
jP J. a;U jU?- * o* uj^ ^^ L. <5 j 
(I Yn) 
iJjy^'^J 6- * y tSj^-^. f'-r^j^ J 
a - i * j j j i l * C t i j j t j ^ . J Cy} 
LL; J C'-r) 'C^) (j^Lj -V 
Jj^  • (j) J^.J^J »( -1 
-vr A. 
( i r O 
j J * y cr^J'i-^'- J*"' J ti^ 
( i n ) 
jp cf. cj^ jD j-A * >; (.y. ^ J 
^ J. jj^ ^^ ^ * J^i c oW" 
(I rv) 
Aio (jW- J J J-ft>l Js- * AJLo Ci^ *J 
• * ~ 1 
(irr) 
^ J a. xj J * jji^u^ I wUs. -ul; J 
( I r r ) 
u-iL J jf. J J * ^ ^ a - i ^ j^ l 
A s ^ J iU; J s s j t j j i ^ j ^ * CT^U b d j^ ^ ' k j ' . ^ ^ ^ 
• ( j ) - I 
c I r 6 ) 
j< * ^ b 
o i ; J j j rf j - i * J j j l 
( i n ) 
*<>W- * aoL?- J y J*, 
(ir^) 
( 1 rA) 
cJ-tfj, jjl * ^ y J^ ^ jJ fj^ 
I^j (j^j J ^ rfjjjl * JLo ^ pis/ AJU- OU > li-?^ J 
( i n ) 
U uk; ^ * '-in U OW-' Jb (y^  
-vrz-
( I f . ) 
4.;dL J t i - ^ J j * * j J tj^J 
o-i jJC\S * Ool J^ J^ JJ-^ 
( i n ) 
— T 
(1 r Y) 
(J wbil J J J J * cj; J"} j ^ 
/ y . b --^ J J J ' 
(irr) 
jLi J JsLw ( j J b * ji J p^^ 
(I r r) 
J J ^ j j . J • ( - V 
^ j l b ^ * Cr-) _r 
-vrA-
(ir^^) 
Jji ^^ iSj^. XiS^ J"^ * iS (J^y uj^ 
(J a-i j\j\ J - i j J ^ jy^ * U 0-ii)^ J ^ 
( i r T ) 
(Jj^ ij ^J^ *(y- * 'Sy> jt^. ^ 
^S^j jJL j\ ^  * Sj. j^JuJ^, ci^j jb jl 
(irz) 
^ jl jir * f-^ ^ ^ '-i 
(IfA) 
iSji^ J i J l ^ • aii^. J J J J * j ^ i S ^ U w ^ j ^ U J l 
(ir^) 
(J j\jl ^jli-^U ( J ^ j l ^ - ^ * ( O - ) 
jjU • {^ -uv (J•(! 
oaj • (sr ^ ci) -f 
- v r n -
Ci^i-) 
i S j ^ J'. U^j o^j} CJ^}^ * iSj^. j ' J ^ 
Jjl a; j l t^ LUp J ^ , * O j j ^ 
( U l ) 
T t I jj, iA j^ yr ijjS * ^ jLi ^^  J oiy-
j L jS j j j ^ jfi j L j J * \js, jLi j l ^ j L ^ ^ J ^ j ^ 
( U T ) 
( j jWi j l Or Jj^ L- * J i ^ J ^ ^ j u ^ 
C J^^r) 
j ^ j j ^ j l j * ^ j j ; j l s ^ ^ j l 
C 
J a^-r b * (jyiP--- (jt j i :^. ( j l 
i J « ( - ' 
/ • C - » c ^ ^ p;ii' • ( I ) - r 
J t-J • c I) . i i 
C 1 
— T ' '' ] JL^ J ^ y&U eJiJ wTj iJLjJ * fjjS y^JiS jJU y b 
(jL-ii^  * Ljj L^j cjW-
(1^1) 
T' 
y 4, • C D - I 
J Jiji>- < O. J wl jl JL^  (jr®''^  - ^  * ( ^  ) - ^  
1 o ^ • C j ) -T-
..YA1. 
I. 
^ J ^ Uil ^ 
His t^ord heard h i s prayer { ^ wWcL«li) 1 } 
Agrai 
A Snake vath black dots 
Track C JiSJ) 
P a i n t i n g of a famous pa in ter 
Independent 
To s p r i n k l e water 
To be over- f looded 
Des i re 
.Fort 
P e r f e c t i o n 
EXcus-able 
Vanishing l i k e the l i g h t n i n g , 
To a l l o t share 
U p s e t t i n g a l l d e s i r e s 
Applying the sword to 
whet-stone 
.'JI I 
1 
6 ^ J 
u^J wF 1 
. - A . „ I 
ii. 
u 
r 
M 
ITA 
IZZ 
H 
T • 
n 
lAY 
IZY 
Y^A 
1A1 
n 
I 
Jiliil 
Hal ter ( /t. ) 
As Mgh as elephant 
Dancing 
To d i s - a b l e f e e t from walking 
Luxury 
L 
D i s - p l e a s e d 
Heated 
M i s e r l i n e s s , a l s o i n d i f f e r e n c e 
To c l o s e tile shope 
To open the shop 
Tort-iire, pa in 
Plenty of p e a r l s 
To dye c l o t h with i n d i g o 
A kind of shoe 
A charm f o r s topping s l eep 
The 8th heaven 
Four elements and nine heavens 
j^} 
Cj (J*^' J ^W" 
OJW 
»•. A • 
i r 
11 
11 
) 1 
A 
i r r 
L • 
161 
1 r 1 
J I A 
Tr 
1 
AA 
) 1 ) 
A IV r 
z n r 
6 z I 
lA n 
-Y^r-
Sore- eyes 
T(D be desirous of one's 
sjpeacii 
I.nk 
Mj ) 1 
A H 
H 
Crowd, host 
To consider significant 
To refrain from uttering -
a word 
Eigh rank 
\L nr 
I r )z 
ok; J ^ ' f' ' 
The clearly visible sun 
Doomed ( >11) 
Ijjis- 6 I ti>l 
A 1 Lf 
To do a thing with fear Ij Jj I i u^ I rr 
To i.'/ipe out sleep 
To attach one-self to 
s omebody 
,3ilk 
Gemini 
Quickly 
To i gnore 
A . . 
9 J 
I aiLis J 
r H I 
lA ITT 
II T* 
If T 
T U Z 
I AT 
To dis-card ojLsil /J 6 IfT 
lo move air with skirt 
To put a stop to cries 
To be disappointed 
To surpass 
To gain supremacy % 
To reject 
To display oneself CtyU-'^^-) 
To seek somebody's help 
To curb the desire 
Steel 
Rush of business 
To be abolished (of a custom} 
To shift 
To turn pale 
To give colour 
To refrain 
To turn pale (of a colour) 
C-tjf^lji J J>U)l 
^ J I r 1 j • 
^ J L i J j J J » 1AA 
Jt C**e J 
J J*^ J 
ij o ^ O*^ J 
J CU«J 
J c ^ J 
'J 
I., 
n IT 
I r 
^ ir 
1 ZA 
1 1 • • 
} i r 
T H f 
Y L I 
r M l 
'I 
A J11 
L i I 
Y 1YY 
O^Li A 1 A1 
i r U Y 
- Y 
To blockade the passage of sleep 
To exalt oneself 
Refugee 
Heinous wound 
To rise in flames 
To put curls in the locks 
To be frightened 
To become dumb 
The name of an "^ Arab orator 
Saddle-maker 
Having a bad record 
Miser 
Kamal IsmMl Isfahan! 
To drink a cup 
Ashamed 
To mind one's own business 
y J JPUJI 
A rJ 
6-if 
A 
1 • 
IT 
Y 
1 
ui % 
T 
rfU, Y 
jL. j^ st- 11 
1 
6 
Ar 
i r Y 
ZY 
u n 
I Y 
A 
u 
1 -A 
"I 
r r 
1 ^  
I 1 • 
) 
Jj^ JMH 'i lA* 
A kind of fish r r II 11 r 
•Torture 
Wrijnkle 
Saiyid governors of Hijaz 
Dawn 
To invite to a feast 
( Jji (J 
Enmity 
Name of Ha2i'at All's father 
To be famous 
Swift-paced 
To bend the back 
To set the foot 
Armour of horse 
Quiver, also creed 
Mourning 
Abode of grief 
To wear a cap in a proud manner 
To challenge . the sky 
jjil ^ 
(j^ cMtj^ 
O-iJ ^ 
m 
<j pit 
jbj i^ as 
- li r-
4i5 
0 ^  J** 
I • 
1 • 
r 
n 
r 
I 
n 
1 
I • 
n 
I 
I 
T* • 
Y • • 
1 rt 
I 1 T 
I I T 
ir r 
1 
1 
u r 
IT 
Y6 
1 ri 
izr 
n • 
U f 
r A 
^y-as i-f^ji J JeuM AJ^sk^ 
To instigate one against anothera^*i^U^j ' ^^ 
Hillock ^cJjL^,) II Itr 
A thick metal J^ 
spike 
The said to bear the burden of the 
earth 
A round tray 
1 • r A disease of the eye 
n IT "I 
Deaf > > A'^  
Day and ni ght J - Z Y • 
To be choked (of breath) ij^ j r ^ 
• 
To wear the turbon proudly rz 
Do not fear ujUc I • I 
To refuse from drinking wine ^J^ ^ Y irY 
melted wlJu^ 11 IZ 
Decrease in size (of moon) II h* 
Portrait of moon on the flag lY 1 fl 
\ 
Curly J ^ r i n 
M q a n T of Sherwan iJjUi^  11 Y iC 
fji^ ^ J Js>li31 jisuo 
To thrust the nail j U ^ ^ Y6 
skin ^ 
weak ' 
^ r '^T Sky 
Nine skies 
To lower the price ^ If iri 
To t»e demolished ^ IT 
To become dumb u^j u**^ ^ 
To put out the lamp (jJU-Ll-- Y I Z Y 
To choke the thr-oat (of water ) u-i-c^' ^ Z 
To cook bread i n an oven u^' ' ^ Y* 
To mis-guide j ; j / j l j J - * ; r I Z Y 
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The next and main part of the thesis is a critical 
edition of text of the Diwan-i-Sana'I. This text is based q 
seven MSS. of the diwans, which have Deen collated and comji^ ^ 
and this text has then been checked by the verses, quoted iri I 
the ta^iiras, specially,' the most important contemporary 
tazkira, Khulasat-ul-Asiiar. 
The sole object is to try, to find out, what the poet 
had actually v/ritten. The foot-notes in the margin may be-
helpful to the reader in scrutinising the text and in approa 
ing it in his own for I have my own limitations and I 
would not claim to have reached the stage of finality in 
respect of the text. 
At the end, a list of important words, phrases and idia 
have been given, which may be useful in the study of this poet 
writings. 
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Some biographers, personally acquainted v/ith the poe; 
tell us, on the authority of the poet himself, that at firs 
he had no inclination towards the poetic art, but, afterv;ar 
he adopted it as a result of a dream. This may sound rathe 
abnormal to an ordinary reader, but my point is that "a str 
incident may all of a sudden rouse the latent faculties of 
a man,"as actually ^happend in the case of SanaJl. 
While in Iran, Sana^i was able to enjoy a high positji 
in the- court of Ibrahim Mirza, the ruler of Mashhad and Subz 
war, whose court, Sana^i must have joined long before 972.A. 
as given by the Ahsan-ut-Tawarlkh. 
Sana'i, subsequently migrated to India and was well 
received at the Mu^al court. He received patronage from 
princes and nobles, botii in Iran and India, and they have all 
introduced under a separate heading. 
About his death, no fresh information can be found, 
except the fact that in my opinion, out of two dates of his 
death, 990 A.H. and 995 A.H., recorded by ^iVbd-ul-Baqi and 
^Abd-un-Nabi respectively, ^Abd-ul-Baqi seems to be more corre 
as he was more familiar with the poet. 
In the last part of the introduction, an attempt has 
been made to give a critical evolution of his qasldas, ghazals 
qilfat, rul^is etc,. 
"A CRITICAL EDITION OF MASHHADI «S 
DlWAN WITH INTRODUCTION AND NOTES " 
jS i li i2 £ ^ i ^ i 
The thesis comprises two parts; first is introductioi 
} 
dealing with the life and writings of' the poet, the next pal 
deals with the critical edition of the text of the diwan of 
Sanii^i, which has been prepared after collating various 
available copies of his diwan* 
In the early parts of the introduction,invest!gation 
has Deen made in order to find his correct name, his family 
circumstances, his father and early education, his stay in 
Mashhad, his migration etc, I have come to the conclusion 
that his name was Khawaja Husain Sana^i, and his father was 
"Ghiyas-ud-Din Muhammad", which is mentioned by the poet him-
self in the preface to his diwan, and adopted by the authors 
of the Ma3asir-i-RahIml and ^ulasat-ul-Astiar, 
The poet was born at Mashhad in Khurasan. As regards 
his early life and education, we know very little. The only 
source (though scanty, yet reliable) from which we can gather 
information about his learning, is his own diwan, especially 
qasldas. From these we can understand that Sana'i was well-
acquainted with various branches of knowledge current in hJLs 
time. 
